RISD SURVEY SUMMARY
Surveys Submitted
Surveys Excluded
Surveys Validated

708
58
650

Children at WRE Currently
No Children at WRE Currently
No Response
TOTAL

318
329
3
650

49%
51%
0%

Children at WRE in 5 Years
No Children at WRE in 5 Years
No Response
TOTAL

420
226
4
650

65%
35%
1%

Add on to WRE
Create new K-6
Rebalance the current attendance zone
Combination approach
5th-6th at LHJH
New 5th-6th School
Other
No Response
TOTAL

211
84
132
13
101
43
50
16
650
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

traffic low

safety

security

walkability

Traffic flow for drop off and pick up

Safety and security

Large outside area like
current school

Parking lot to be able to
walk child into school

Safety and security

green space/playground

traffic

Size of school, parking

Location

Safety

Traffic

Experienced Teaching
Staff

Safety and Security

Level of Staff

Available funds for
teaching ,achieving and
learning

Technology available to
students

Traffic flow

Splitting friends who have
been together since K

Safety

Walkability

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

I believe the current location chosen for the new school is horrible. It's tiny, going to congest
an already busy intersection even more, there is no space for a playground/outside. If there
is a fire/emergency (as I believe the school would have multiple levels) the time to get all
kids and staff out is increased and could be a serious hazard and there is absolutely no space
for even staff parking. A bad choice for an elementary.

I honestly beilve that splitting the school will tear our community apart.
I am very concerned in the manner that RISD went about trying to build the school at the
WRT location. Due to the lack of communication with the community it appears RISD tried to
sneak the WRT school by the residents. RISD then proceeded to try and divide the
community to counter the opposition to the school. I am embarrassed by the RISD
leadership and they have lost my trust. This embarrassing behavior was further
demonstrated by the RISD employee taking down the sign on the private property next to
the WRT location (I continue to believe this action was directed by RISD leadership). I will
continue to monitor this situation closely and will support RISD leadership and board changes
if the actions of RISD do not improve. Because of this it is hard to support any vague
proposals like those listed in this survey, (i.e. Re-balance the current attendance zones and
spread the additional students out across other local schools). I would suggest very specific
options be presented to the community for us to provide feedback on.

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

No school at WRT location

No school in existing WRE
elementary attendance
zone

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

traffic

safety

walkability

No new school

No new school

No new school

I will NEVER support a new
school in WRE zone.

I will NEVER support a new school in WRE zone. The best solutions are to either expand WRE
I will NEVER support a
I will NEVER support a
slightly to address the problem, or rezone the minimum amount of students (located closest
new school in WRE zone. new school in WRE zone. to Northlake) as possible from WRE to Northlake to alleviate pressure at WRE. Both of these
solutions are much cheaper, faster, and more efficient than building a new $40M school.

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

I want a very fiscally sound, fast, efficient solution. Building a new $40M school is
not fast or efficient . I adamantly oppose any new school in the WRE boundary.
Adding on to current WRE and expanding the cafeteria and gym is a much more
efficient solution, can be finished within one year, and the overcrowding problem is
easily solved. To me, there is virtually no difference between a 900 kid school and
a 1,000 kid school. The next most efficient solution is to rezone the minimum
I will NEVER support a new school in WRE
amount of households as possible from attending WRE to instead attending
zone.
Northlake, and then expanding and improving Northlake as needed to address the
added students. For efficiency, the rezoned households should be as close as
possible to Northlake. I have heard support from many parents who potentially may
be rezoned to Northlake for this option. This also is a highly efficient solution, if
the Board has the political guts to implement it.
Safety and security

Ample space for all aspects
Walkability
of a normal campus

Neighborhood school

Traffic flow

Walkability

Safety

I believe adding on to White Rock is the most feasible solution, however I do have some
reservations regarding traffic which is already extremely heavy.

No new school

Traffic flow

RISD made a mistake acquiring the WRT property and should sell it to a commercial
developer.

Having too much school building for a temporary population increase and then what negative
outcomes may follow for those schools as area population of elementary aged children
decreases

Safety

It is important that kids can safely walk to school or take their bikes. The White Rock Trail
location does not provide that for kids living south of the school. If kids can walk there will be
less traffic on the roads.
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Not use White Rock Trail as new boundary.
Crowding issues are coming from Walnut Hill
Area, so make the new cutoff an East-West
line up by Walnut Hill, not a North South line
down White Rock Trail.
Space for students and families to gather
safely

Safety

traffic flow/not on heavy traffic street

located within the
neighborhood so familes are
walkability
encouraged to use
playground/fields

safety and security

traffic flow

Walkability

location that is
supported by the
neighborhood

That it gets built quickly

Safety and Security

Traffic Flow

Walkability

Onsite Greenspace (for a
Garden, etc.)

Cost of construction

Walkable

Safe ingress and egress

Maintain traffic volumes
on neighborhood streets

No increase in taxes

No additional traffic on
White Rock Trail

Walkability to school

Within the current WRE
area

Safety

Traffic problems

Walkability

Keeping the integrity of Not on a busy street, not make streets through the neighborhood more dangerous and
the community
traffic heavier.

Location - inside White Rock Valley
Neighborhood like WRE

Walkability and safety
surrounding such

Amble size of building
and outdoor space to
accommodate growth

Accessability by foot to students.

Not on a main road but
rather on a neighborhood
road.

Outdoor space available.

Keep community intact and do not build
another school

Equitable demographic and
Safety and walkability
wealth division

traffic flow

walkability

do not want another school bringing
outsiders into area

do not want another
do not want another
do not want another school
school bringing outsiders school bringing outsiders do not want another school bringing outsiders into area
bringing outsiders into area
into area
into area

Walkability

Safety

Consider splitting into K-3 and 4-6 grade schools.

Proper distance from
current WRE to be
practical for population
distribution of students.

Green space

Outdoor Space - garden, Contemporary/Modern
play, etc.
Aesthetic

We wish to emphasize that we do not think we should split the attendance zone.

No
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Please understand that a phase 2 decision for Lake Highlands may contradict a decision for
phase 1 (WRE only). Be careful. While a very large WRE may assuage fears in the short-term,
it is not a long-term solution for all of Lake Highlands, where many of the schools are
bursting at the seams as well.

No School at White Rock Trail

All of these criteria are
mandatory.

no new school within the WRE attendance
zone

no new school within the
WRE attendance zone

Thank you for looking for a long term solution. However, we definitely need a short term
no new school within the no new school within the solution that accommodates all of our neighborhood kids at our neighborhood school.
WRE attendance zone
WRE attendance zone
Overflow is not the only option. Lakewood Elementary has been able to do this; we should be
able to as well.

traffic flow

safety

walkability

Please, not at the corners of White Rock Tr. and Walnut Hill. The current traffic there is
already more than that intersection can handle.

Safety for kids and parents walking to school Security features

Full transparency,
listening conferences

Thank you for all of your hard work. This isn't easy work.

Don't want to build a new
Don't want to build a new school or rezoning
school or rezoning of the
of the neighborhood
neighborhood

Don't want to build a
new school or rezoning
of the neighborhood

Don't want to build a
new school or rezoning
of the neighborhood

No new school at White Rock Trail (bad
location)

Safety and security

Traffic Flow

Walkability (distance and I hope RISD is not using this survey to try and gain support for a new school at White Rock
have sidewalks available) Trail.

Walkability

Safety

Traffic Flow

Walkability

Safety

Traffic

No School at White Rock
Trail . The school should be
No School at White Rock Trail . The school
walkable, safe, secure, have
should be walkable, safe, secure, have good
good traffic flow, built with
traffic flow, built with community support.
community support. All are
All are important.The WRT location is terrible
important.The WRT location
and not a ideal solution for new school
is terrible and not a ideal
solution for new school

No School at White Rock
Trail . The school should
be walkable, safe,
secure, have good traffic
flow, built with
community support. All
are important.The WRT
location is terrible and
not a ideal solution for
new school

No School at White Rock
Trail . The school should
be walkable, safe,
secure, have good traffic
flow, built with
community support. All
are important.The WRT
location is terrible and
not a ideal solution for
new school

No

No

No

No

No new school within the attendance zone -- please focus effort on horrible Junior High

walkability to the new school

traffic flow

demographic fairness

Walkability

Traffic/Parking

Safety

Traffic flow

We are not opposed to using portable buildings for temporary spikes in enrollment.

Don't want to build a new school or rezoning of the neighborhood

NO school on WRT

Quality of education

If we rebalance -- homes north of Walnut Hill need to go to Northlake -- all of this
would be solved easier by just sending these homes were they historically were
zoned

No school at White Rock Trail and Walnut Hill Safety

Walkability
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

No

No

Add on to WRE

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Current site of White Rock Elementary

Traffic flow

walkability

open space

traffic flow

walkability

safety

Safety

Traffic flow

What would be the criteria for dividing the students into two attendance zones. What will
happen to the property values if another K-6 is added?

Traffic flow

Parking

No

Safety

Accessibility

Walk ability

Traffic flow

No school at White Rock Trail

Large enough lot to allow
for generous playground

balance of population

traffic flow

green space

safety and security

Walkability

safety

greenspace

traffic

Walkability

Traffic flow

Security for the school

Location away from
apartments and
commercial buildings

Availability and close proximity to WRE
residents

Talented teachers
educating the children

Safety

Traffic flow

I didn't select "none" but I do have something to say. I bought my home near WRE
(22 years ago)... specifically because the school is well-loved and I knew it would be
a good investment, because of WRE's history. I now have grandchildren in
Tulsa...none at WRE. Personally, this situation with the school being in turmoil has
been terrible timing as my house is for sale. I beg you to please make a decision
and stick to it. I know you're seeking solution, but if you have not noticed, there's
an abundance of houses for sale in our area, and it's because of this ongoing
Walkability - safety
confusion. Please...decide so the whole community can move forward. I'd like to
add...the solution to dice up the neighborhood and only let children who are already
in the school, and their siblings be admitted... is a terrible solution. That means
anyone new in the neighborhood will be shipping their kids off to a far away
school....even though WRE could be right across the street! Seriously please find a
sensible solution SOON (Add on to WRE seems best)....and stand by whatever that
solution is and stop this confusion - it's affecting everyone. thank you.
No school at WRT

Traffic Flow

Yes....for those of us that do not have children in the school, and wishing to sell our homes, it
will be enormously beneficial for this decision to be made swiftly and BOUNDRIES drawn, so
those wishing to move into our community can choose their location. Please end this state
of flux.

traffic flow

Safety and security

Is doing a 5-6th campus somewhere not an option?

Traffic flow

Walkability

No school at WRT
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Traffic Flow

Safety & Security

Walkability

safety

balance of
homeowners/multi-family

traffic flow

Adaquate space

Ease of traffic

Walkability

Walkability

Safety and security

Traffic flow

Less disruption keeping all students at one campus. Put in portables until construction is
complete. Families that live close to WRE and can walk to school should not have to
transport their children to another campus...period!!!

Traffic flow

Walkability

Boundaries that make sense so kids can
continue to walk to school

An appropriate sized
school. We do not need a
huge school to
accommodate a small
overcrowding problem.

Safety and security

I believe we have two issues: overcrowding at WRE and overcrowding (or soon to be
overcrowding) at the JR High. I believe adding on to WRE fixes the first problem, as does a
new school. I am adamantly against the 5/6 center because there is a huge maturity
difference between 5/6 and 7/8. Studies show keeping kids in primary school through 8th
grade is best for students. Since we don't have a k-8 model In Richardson, we should try and
keep the k-6 model if at all possible. I do believe if we add on to WRE it will be relatively
inexpensive and we could then use some of the $$ originally planned for a new school toward
adding onto the JR. High in the future. Please do not go with the 5/6 model. Many are being
bullied toward voting for that 5/6 model even though they don't want it. Thank you!

Proportional split
between homes and
apartments

Green space

are you even concidering splitting the grades?

I think building a new school is ridiculous. Please add on to the existing building. There is
nothing wrong with adding a second story!!!!!

Traffic Flow

safety and security

walkability

Walking distance

Kids' safety when walking

Clear speed signs, don't
block alleys

Set up drive paths for
dropoffs/pickups

I think building a second elementary school in the WRE attendance zone is a misuse of the
district's funds as it does not address the overcrowding throughout Lake Highlands.

Outdoor space for
students

Walkability to school

Traffic flow

attendance zone boundaries

safety and traffic concerns walkability

walkability to school

traffic flow

parking

safety and security

If RISD builds a new school (not my first choice) all the priorities listed above need to be met.
RISD needs to find a way for the 2017 incoming K class to attend WRE. Overflowing the vast
majority of the first borns is a horrible option. Need to find a way for more portables until
the long term solution is implemented.

No School at White Rock Trail

It must be safe

It must be walkable

Traffic cannot be a
problem.

I think question number 8 leads to survey bias because it is the only follow up question to
the 3 solutions presented.

Preserve integrity of WRV neighborhood

Safety/Security

Walkability

Traffic Flow

1. Kudos on decision to ditch plan to build a school at WRT and WH. Awful location. 2.
Expand WRE and reallocate when new capacity is reached. Do not build a new school in the
current attendance zone.

Traffic flow

I think options to build within the zone are limited. Other thoughts are to put in where that
little playground is on white rock trail and put that park towards walnut hill. Or to buy out
that one story Skilled nursing facility. Other options are 2 story WRE. Personally I moved
here for the schools and have paid the higher taxes knowing my current and future kids
would benefit from a good school. I would be ticked if we got farmed out to another
elementary school since there are no good options on the southside of Lanshire and I would
expect a significant tax break if that were to be the plan.

Any place where there is space to build

Safety and security

Walkability

Safety
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

walkability

traffic flow

Traffic flow

Safety of children

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

No

I have to say I am shocked we are doing this survey without any information on the solutions
provided in the survey. I didn't do it. I'm also shocked we're still in this situation. This is
ruining an amazing community and putting extra long-term and unnecessary stress on
families. Please figure this out soon.

Parity between the two boundaries with
I believe adding on to be the most feasible option, but I would also support moving
respect to racial and socioeconomic diversity Student safety
5 and/or 6 grades to LHJH across our feeder pattern.
as well as SF/MF make up.

Walkability

Sufficient green/play
space

We want an expedient solution as children who are our children's ages (5 and 3) are the
most adversely affected by the growing problem. We believe adding on to the school is the
most feasible option at this time.

Traffic flow (safety for
students and others)

No school at White Rock Trail site.

Equitable rezoning

Rezoning to create a
successful school

Safety of students on
campus

Walkability

Safety

Traffic flow

Walk ability

Traffic flow

I do not want a new K-6 in the current
attendance zone

I do not want a new K-6 in
the current attendance
zone

I do not want a new K-6 I do not want a new K-6
in the current
in the current
I do not want a new K-6 in the current attendance zone
attendance zone
attendance zone

Walkability

Safety

Traffic flow

Safety and security

Traffic flow

When people move into this area they stay. Our kids have gone to WRE and 1 graduated and
another will graduate in 3 years. I grew up here and attended WRE. Though new families
have been moving in, they will stay as I have. Another school would not be needed as
enrollment will slow down.

No school at WRT please

Walkability plus
connectedness to the
neighborhood

Thank you!

Do not build a new school in current
attendance zone

Do not build a new
Do not build a new school in
school in current
current attendance zone
attendance zone

Re-draw boundaries of homes would help

I attended an elementary school that was 3 stories plus a basement. Perhaps in a
few years there will not be the necessity for more space. Besides going up & down
stairs would be good exercise for the students LOL!!!!!!

Do not build a new
school in current
attendance zone

Add portables at WRE to stem the tide until Stantec comes back with strategic solutions for
ALL of LH overcrowding. I understand portables can be a capital cost, but if you LEASE them,
it would be a temporary opex hit rather than capex and would be viewed as a wise
investment by the constituents of RISD.
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

Add on to WRE

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

A mega school is the lesser of all the evils, but NOT ideal.

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

WALKABILTIY

SAFETY and SECURTIY

TRAFFIC FLOW

We do not want another school in the WRE zone. To have 2 schools in such a close proximity
is not smart money wise or good for our community. We have and will have overcrowding in
the junior high and high school when this flux of kids starts within the next 1-2 years. We
need a feasible long term plan not a quick fix.To list the priorities above are ridiculous, those
are all top priorities for any school. The corner of WH and WRT is unsafe and a traffic
nightmare. We have wasted so much time and money...we needed these answers and an
adequate plan 3 years ago. A good survey would give better options than it gave us.

saftey

walkabilty

traffic flow

Don't build a new school

Safety and Security

Green space

walkability

Safety and security

Keep current WRE boundary High tech-high touch
lines
environment

traffic flow

It just seems that expanding WRE makes the most sense fiscally and also to keep the school
in tact for its current enrollment. In future years, it is likely the enrollment at WRE will go
down due to kids growing up and moving to middle school. A good solution will be some
construction expansion at WRE for common areas and also portable classrooms as needed.
We would be open to a Pre-K/Kindergarten center for all area children to attend, drawing
from all attendance zones. This would free up space and classrooms at WRE and other area
elementary schools for 1-6 grade students, would allow students from 1-6 grade to remain in
their current schools with their teachers, siblings and friends, provide a more nurturing and
beneficial environment for students from multi-family homes since they would be in class
together with students from single family homes at a critical time in their development, and
maintain current boundary lines.

Adding to White Rock Elementary makes the most sense. Staggering drop off times
and/or school times to address traffic flow concerns could alleviate congestion
Quality of teachers, classroom and staff
concerns. We (and many others) bought a home in this neighborhood to attend
commensurate with WRE
WRE. Going to another school is not a desirable option, and may lead to a mass
flight from the neighborhood.

Saftey/Traffic/Congestion

Location. We can
currently walk our
children to WRE.

I think it would be GREAT if they could build UP at WRE. I don't understand why
everything is one level? Make zero sense. But if that is not a solution I believe a
safety
new 5-6 grade by the Junior High is the answer. Not another elementary in the WRE
zone.

walkability

traffic flow

security

DO NOT PUT A SCHOOL AT WRT/WALNUT HILL!!! WORST Idea I have ever heard!

Not an overflow school

Similar demographic of
single fam homes as WRE

Neighborhood style
school

Technologically
advanced

Safety and security should be assumed.

Safety and security

Adequate property space
to build new school

Reasonable construction
Traffic flow
cost with taxpayer funds

We moved to this neighborhood specifically for my children to attend White Rock Elementary.
We enjoy the close proximity of our home to the school, short walking distance.

Safety

Traffic flow

Not by the DART line

Not an overflow school

RISD continues to not listen to the community. Build a 5-6 grade center and start alleviating
overcrowding now, as this problem will exist beyond elementary school years.

Walkability

Traffic flow

Appropriately sized site

Safety and security

Safety and security

traffic flow

Safety

Walkability

Security

Safety and security

Traffic flow

Adequate space
including playground

Do not build a new elementary school

Do not build a new
elementary school

Do not build a new
elementary school

Expand the current site. Add additional levels, etc. As someone who does real estate
development for a living, the course of action is clear.

How the costs of the new school will be funded? will property taxes go up as a result of a
new school? Also, concerned about all zoning and the diversity %'s -the apartment kids
should be split among WRE and a new school if one has to be built.

Traffic flow

I want to remain in WRE

Do not build a new
elementary school

Follow the same Stantec model used in University Park/Highland Park to increase and improve
the existing school footprint. This isn't brain surgery. Don't over-think the problem.
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

Maintenance of attendance demographics
similar to WRE

Our preference would be as follows: 1. Create a new 4-6 or 5/6 grade school
within WRE attendance zone and keep WRE a K-4 school 2. Add on to WRE

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

Equal and fair division of attendance zone
Equal amounts of students,
(equal numbers of single-family homeowners
setting up both schools to Walkability
and multi-family apartment residents at each
perform at ideal capacity
school)
Minimize impact to
homeowners by keeping
current district lines

Walkability

Balance of student
population

Even split of single family homes between
the two schools

Balanced attendance at
each school (equal number
of students)

safety and security

Sufficient green space

Safety

Even distribution of home
owners/neighborhood
attendance

Add on to WRE

Traffic Flow

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

equal demographics at both schools

traffic flow

walkability

Safety and Security

traffic flow

walkability

safety

walkability

fair balance of the
rezoning

ensure boundaries promote neighborhood
school with homes closest to new school
zoned to school

adequate safe green space safety and security with
for community feel
access

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

We would like a new 5th/6th grade school within WRE attendance zone to also be
considered, leaving WRE a K-4. I personally grew up in Highland Park where I attended K-4 at
University Park Elementary and then went on to the 5th/6th campus at McCullough Middle
School - this model is proven very successful.

I don't understand why I was directed to this. I did not select another school in WRE
attendance. ANOTHER SCHOOL IN WRE DOES NOT HELP THE LH OVERCROWDING ISSUE. THE
NEIGBORHOOD AS A MAJORITY HAS SAID NO. Please stop trying to redirect us to your
chosen option. Please listen and respect what those of us in the neighborhood and also with
children in the school think of an additional school. An additional school within WRE is a short
term answer with detremintal long term effects. We ask you to please listen to those who
would be effected long term (I am not talking about home value, I am talking about the
safety and security of our children - this should also be your #1 concern - additional traffic
which our neighborhood cannot support, two schools that will be empty as our neighbor
children age out, really too many reasons to list and I know we are EXHAUSTED of doing so.
This is supposed to be a new season for RISD leadership. Please show us that. We want to
support you and be proud of our district, but each time you bring up a new school within
WRE, you show that you are not listening and it is hard to support a district who does not
listen to those who serve it. Please add on to WRE or redraw boundaries in a LOGICAL
manner that would be in the best interest of the neighborhoods and would strengthen some

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

No

Safety and security

Maximize current RISD investment by using
WRT location

Add on to WRE

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Within same location as
homes in neighborhood

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Add on to WRE

4th Priority

safety

If there is a new school, the main concern is making sure the current kids per grade are split
up evenly. In the previous split, there would have been very few 2nd grade boys (all
Caucasian) and minimal girls at the new school. These kids felt they did something wrong to
be the only few kids being rezoned. Also, parent involvement needs to be taken into
consideration. Single family homes sometimes have more time to give to PTA and schools.
There needs to be the same demographics at both schools. Our family is in strong support of
a K-4 and 5-6 grade center. Money needs to go to the Jr High as well. As parents of both
older and younger kids at WRE, we see the value in a 5-6 center. It's proven to be successful
in multiple ISDs.
no

You will never make everyone happy. Please focus on stability for the young children and
doing right by the kids. Please, please plan appropriately for junior high and acknowledge that
stated capacities need to account for a teacher's lounge, pull-out rooms, and special
education. We do believe that putting 5th & 6th grade on Junior High in separate facilities is
the best solution.
I have lived in the area for 55 years, & sent 4 kids through White Rock. It would be STUPID to
build a new school for 100 new kids, There's ample space.

Suitable for equitable boundary lines

Neighborhood school
location (not commuter
school)

Student safety
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

No

Yes

No

Add on to WRE

Add on to WRE

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

No

Yes

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Yes

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

safety

socio economic balance

traffic flow

Traffic flow

Safety

Walkability

No school at White Rock Trail

Retain current classes
together

Safety and security,
including traffic
ingress/egress

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Would prefer a 5-6th grade complex be built at WRE - there is plenty of space in the NW
corner without compromising play space and keeps the children together while allowing a
stepping stone for the older children prior to junior high.

The past year has been a challenging one for many students at WRE with the deaths of dear
friends/classmates. Others will eloquently discuss the other important considerations to
Community/neighborhoo address overcrowding, but I don't want to miss the opportunity to point out the incredible
d feeling
bond that these children have developed. Please do not take this away from them. Any
solution should take into consideration the ability to keep these classes together. These kids
and staff are uniquely connected. Thank you no need to build another school. It will all work itself out with adding on to WRE.

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

It would be wise to look into the use of temporary expansion (i.e. portables) so
when enrollment goes down there is the ability to remove the extra classrooms.

Safety

Security

Traffic Flow

Walkability

Our preference is to add on to the current White Rock school. In 5+ years, those children will
all move on to the Jr. High and High School causing a capacity problem there. We prefer to
do minimal additions to WRE and then use the remaining funds to address the capacity issues
that are going to be coming to the upper schools due to the influx of so many children. We
believe that the WRE capacity issue is a temporary one just as there weren't enough kids to
fill the school just 10 years ago. The capacity problems come in waves over the years.
Another option I didn't see was the creation of a Magnet school, which many thought was a
great idea to address the issues. However, if the attendance boundaries are redrawn,
please ensure the amount of single family households with children is equal to WRE to ensure
parent involvement to sustain a new school or to better improve another school. The
previous boundary proposal was NOT equally divided and therefore fewer neighborhood
parents would be involved. In order to sustain parent support for a school, there must be
enough household parents available to volunteer that are long term vested in the
neighborhood. Thank you for your consideration to this critical decision.

Safety

Walk-ability to school

Traffic Flow

Total Number of
Students

re-zoning, re-zone the area north of Walnut Hill

WALKABILITY

TRAFFIC FLOW

SAFETY

GEOGRAPHICAL

WRE is a great walk to school campus. Even with increased number of students, AM Arrival
still has relatively same number of cars as several years ago as best I count from the vehicles
dropping in our circle drive thru. Traffic Dads do not see the quantity as unmanageable in the
mornings directly in front of our school.

Safety

Large outdoor space for
children to run and play.
Strong parent
Enough room for soccer,
involvement
baseball and football
practice.

No school at WRT

long-term study on viability - this bubble will
cost
pass

traffic

Walkability

Away from main
thoroughfares

Add on to WRE

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Walkability

Add on to WRE

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

A site that would result in fairly drawn
boundaries, with two balanced and
comparable schools (i.e., the opposite of the
poorly drawn White Rock Trail boundary)

Safety and security

safety

Community

Traffic

The reason families buy homes in this neighborhood is because of the school's tight knit
community and family involvement. The solution must keep that in order to be successful.
Otherwise, it will not have support and those same families will find other places to educate
their kids. That is why expansion of the current WRE seems to be the best solution in my
opinion.

I believe the single school that is expanded is the best option. Reason is the sense of
community this school has with all people that live in the neighborhood. My children and
many (maybe most) of my current neighbors have gone to WRE and the neighborhood has a
special bond with the school. This is because of the work and appreciation we have put into
it. Many of the newer residents feel that community that was created over the years and
carried it forward. I think this is a special community and dividing it with a new school could
detract form it. If a new school is to be built you must determine how you will divide the
community and make it a great thing for that new one.
If RISD does not employ a solution that would maintain the existing WRE boundaries (such as
simply adding onto WRE), we are very concerned that RISD is going to employ a result (1)
that will unfairly favor only the White Rock Valley neighborhood over the other
neighborhoods that have been a part of the White Rock Elementary community for decades,
and that have helped make it the successful school it is today, and (2) that will also unfairly
place the impossible burden of correcting a severely challenged school such as Northlake
Elementary on a small, insignificant number of homeowners, without a wholesale redrawing of
the Northlake Elementary boundary that would provide it with the right level of engagement
from an appropriate number of single family homeowners to allow the school to succeed.
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Safety

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

location

safety

traffic flow

No school at White Rock Trail

Traffic Flow

Safety

Parking Capacity (site +
street)

No school at White Rock Trail

No new K-6 school in White Rock Elementary
Safety and security
attendence zone

Traffic flow

Greenspace

If a new school gets built in WRE zone, I would only consider supporting 5-6, 7-8 model
restricting WRE to K-4 and addressing LHJH overcrowding issue. I do not support new K-6 in
WRE attendence zone, period. I would rather go private.

safety

security

traffic

walkable

Safety

Traffic flow

Security

Location

safety and security

walkability

Proximity

Taxes

Safety and security

Walkability

Large outdoor play areas Traffic flow

Student safety

Security

Traffic

Do not divide the neighborhood. Do not
build a 2nd unnecessary school. Do not
build a school on White Rock Trail.

This survey should have been conducted AFTER you all educated the neighborhood of the
pros and cons of each option. As it stands, the results you all collect are from mostly
uninformed residents. In addition, the number of residents that actually received this survey
is very questionable. My household did not receive anything in the mail nor anything via
Do not divide the
Do not divide the
Do not divide the
email. Luckily I am part of many online groups and received the link via those forums. Many
neighborhood. Do not
neighborhood. Do not
neighborhood. Do not build
others in our neighborhood will not be so lucky which means they will not have a voice.
build a 2nd unnecessary build a 2nd unnecessary
a 2nd unnecessary school.
Do not divide our neighborhood. Expand WRE in a thoughtful way that will allow this
school. Do not build a
school. Do not build a
Do not build a school on
population bubble to pass while not dividing the neighborhood. The WRE population has
school on White Rock
school on White Rock
White Rock Trail.
exceeded 1000 students in the past and somehow survived. It can be done again. Building
Trail.
Trail.
a second school will create many more issues in the future if/when populations decrease than
will an expansion of WRE. Expansion of WRE is the fiscally responsible option that can be
executed the fastest. As I recall from last year's discussions, if the decision was made to
expand WRE in July, the doors could be open 13 months later.

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Central to the area

Dual immersion education (why is this not an Not located in busy
option at RISD?? There is a reason everyone intersection, must allow
wants to go to Lakewood!)
flow traffic

Located within the current attendance zone

Not redrawing/changing
attendance zone

Lot size - sufficient green space

Accessible on at least 3
sides

Traffic

Cost effective
I wish we could have "ranked" our preferences for handling the overflow. My first preference
would be to build onto WRE. But if we have to build a new school, definitely do NOT re-draw
attendance boundaries. My second choice would be to have a 5th-6th grade center. My third
choice would be to have a K-3rd at the old WRE and the new school would be 4th-6th grade.
However, IF a new elementary school is built, the level of household economics should be
evenly distributed between the new school and the old WRE; there should be an equitable
balance of homeowners and apartment dwellers. Attendance boundaries should not be
impacted by what HOA a home is currently located - i.e. IF attendance boundaries are redrawn, it is OK to split homes out of a current HOA. The HOAs in this area are "optional", nonbinding entities.

traffic flow

Walkability

Music rooms, computer
rooms, art rooms, recess
space

Walkability

My oldest will attend kinder in 2018. If WRE is not able to accommodate all of the 2018
kinder students, I would prefer all of kinder to be overflowed to LHE rather than just a small
number excluded

This overcrowding is going to go to LHJH and LHHS. What is RISD board prepared to do with
that??

Not overbuilt
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

Traffic flow

2nd Priority

Safety

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

You are looking at current and near term attendance levels. What about 7 to 10 years from
now when today's elementary students move to junior high. Will WR have vacant classrooms?

Walkability

Base boundaries on current WRE attendance
Location
zone (don't add more areas)RISD

RISD must ensure siblings attend the same school

proximity and walkability

safety and security

traffic flow

Not at White Rock Trail location

Walkability

Traffic Flow

State of the Art design
and classrooms

Do not build a school at White Rock Trail site.

Traffic Flow

Expanding White Rock Elementary (WRE) to accommodate only students within the current
WRE attendance zone is likely the least costly option, most flexible for student
accommodation and most acceptable to those living within the current attendance zone.
Any change of the current WRE attendance zone is going to be met with dramatic opposition
by families residing within the current WRE attendance zone.

Assure the New School and White Rock
Elem. is to Accommodate only students
within the current White Rock Elementary
Attendance Zone.

Same as 1st Priority

Safety and Security

No School at White Rock Trail - Safety

No School at White Rock
Trail - Traffic

No School at White Rock No School at White Rock RISD needs to stop wasting time and focus on our one school and address attendance growth
Trail - Walkability
Trail - Security
and capacity issues across Lake Highlands.

preservation of neighborhood integrity and
residential values and desirability, which I
think is virtually impossible if a new K-6
school is built within the current attendance
zone

traffic flow, including
retention of the current 2
lane width of White Rock
Trail

I am very concerned about spending large sums of taxpayer dollars building facilities and
structures (and additional bureaucracy) that will NOT be needed in ten years when the
elementary school population is declining. Thirty years ago, WRE was in danger of being
closed due to low student population as a result of neighborhood aging. It will happen again.

This is no place to build new school

Safety and security

Walkability

Traffic Flow

Safety and security

Sufficient outdoor space

Traffic flow

Total enrollment 600

I am more concerned about the decision to rezone, either to a new school or existing school.
Some of the proposals (not the official RISD proposal but other proposals suggested by
people in the neighborhood) split the neighborhood in ways that were inequitable. People
seemed more interested in saving themselves than in what made the most sense. Some of
these proposals had my kids walking farther to school than they do currently and and across
major streets, while houses closer remained within the WRE boundary. Also, with the way
that the boundaries were created, there was a major difference in the percentage of
economically disadvantaged students in each school. I would hope that if there were to be a
split it would be more equitable in this area. Assuming the size of the school cannot be
increased and a new school or rezoning is the only option, the criteria used to draw
attendance boundaries must be transparent and rational. We should also be able to apply to
all elementary magnet schools, with an additional magnet added at Northlake, possibly a dual
language program.

Walkability

Safety and security

Traffic flow

Walkability

No school at WRT

Safety for walking and traffic flow

Large enough site

No school at WRT

Sufficient playground space Proximity to attendance
for activities
zone
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

traffic flow

safety and security

walkability

Safety

Traffic

Proximity

Walkability

Safety and Security

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Why is a 5/6 school on LHJH campus not doable? Does it not provide enough spaces to keep
us from bursting at the seams with additional growth over the next few years?

It is likely that the long term solution cannot be implemented by the 2017-2018 school year.
My wife an I attended an elementary school in a very similar situation; small original footprint,
blue ribbon education, high influx of young families (1990-1995 Laurel Mountain Elementary
in Round Rock ISD). The district decided to expand the campus which took a few years. My
wife an I spent 4 of our 5 years in elementary school in portables. Looking back, we wouldn't
have had it any different. We received an excellent education and all of our neighborhood
friends went to the same school. Honestly, we always thought it was fun getting to have
class in portables. We hope RISD's solution keeps the neighborhood together. We would be
highly supportive of reducing green space with portables at WRE while a long term solution is
finalized.

Traffic Flow

There is no property available to build a school in this attendance area. Plus Lake Highlands
Junior High needs to be added on to. They are overcrowded.

Traffic flow

Walkability

No School at White Rock Trail

I do not believe investing money into a new school facility is the most feasible solution, for
cyclical problem. Is RISD thinking ahead to the needs of the junior highs?

Safety and security

traffic flow

walkability

Safety and security

Traffic flow

safety

traffic flow

Safety

Traffic flow

Walkability

Walkability to the New School

Traffic Flow

Safety

Space available

Walkability

Balanced attendance at
both schools

Not on White Rock Trail

No rezoning WRE
boundaries

Address district wide
overcrowding

Use portable buildings to deal with overcrowding where necessary. School populations tend
build new school only as
to change in 5-10 yr intervals. Imposing high cost permanent solutions is a waste of taxpayer
last resort
monies.

Add on to the current school

Add on to the current
school

Add on to the current
school

Add on to the current
school

While not my first choice (which is to just build onto WRE to accommodate current and
future growth), I think building a 5th and 6th grade school would also be a good option (as
opposed to entirely new K-6 school). Again, our family's first choice would be adding into
WRE. Thanks for considering input from the community.

Size of playground and
sports fields

Add on to the current school
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

No

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

evenly balanced home owners/multi-family - safety, traffic flow,
even # of students
walkability

It is RISD's job to provide ALL of these. You were just given an incredible amount of bond
money - do your job and spend it to acquire appropriate land by whatever means necessary.
IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO BE RESPONSIBLE. So far our community has very little trust of
faith in RISD.

No School at White Rock Trail

No school at White Rock Trail

traffic flow

safety and security

Walkable

Safe

Safety

Traffic

safety and security

walkability

Still be a NEIGHBORHOOD school! In a
neighborhood, not overflow

Similar demographics

Please add on to existing site

traffic flow

the boundaries that were previously discussed when dividing the neighborhood make the
most logical sense. Those sections are not within the main neighborhood and are most
logical. I would hate for you to pick a different site and then divide our neighborhood in half
where people that live across the street or behind you or even beside you might go to
another school.

Not breaking up the main neighborhood.

Walkability

Safety

Traffic Flow

traffic flow

Walkability

Safety and security (not located on a busy
street)

Equal number of
Demographics be the same
students attend new
as WRE
school as WRE

Level of experience of teachers and admin

Safety

no

Walkability

If there is a new K-6 it must be EQUAL to WRE from a demographic perspective. It must
include nearly the same number of students. The school must be interior in the
neighborhood. It must be set up for success, not failure.

Please expedite whatever solution is determined so that the uncertainty can be removed. We
pay a large amount in property taxes so that our children can attend White Rock Elementary.

Traffic flow

A minimum of 8 acres to allow for adequate
Walkability
spacing, athletic fields and playgrounds

Safety and Security

Traffic Flow

Safety

Faculty Quality

Resources (art, music,
computer labs - Frisco
level)

Walkability

Fair rezoning

Walkability

Traffic Flow
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

Yes

Add on to WRE

No

No

Add on to WRE

No

Add on to WRE

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may
require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
None of the Above

None of the Above

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

Safety and security

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

walkability

traffic flow

Safety

Large plot of land

Security - we don't live
in the safest area of
town

Walkability

safety and security

location-walkability/traffic

Walkability

Not on a Main Street

Have parking

Play space

Not built at WRT

Safety and security

Traffic flow

Walkability

Do not re-zone the elementary. Home owners who bought in Lake Highlands North west of
Fieldcrest do not want this.

Safety

No imminent domain
needed

Balanced boundaries of
multi vs single family in
feeder zone

Ease of traffic flow for
drop off/pick up

That the solution has a balanced impact on those that feed to WRE. Any change to WRE
should not be to just make it more affluent. Other schools, or families, in Lake Highlands
should not bear the burden of white rock valley keeping its prestige and affluence. The
student population at WRE needs to be more diverse on socio-economic and ethnic
measures.

Safety & security

Walkability

Traffic

* Accommodate growth at all area RISD elementary schools; 2nd choice would be to
add on to
WRE
1. NO SCHOOL OF ANY KIND SHOULD BE BUILT AT WRT/WALNUT HILL!!...that
is[worse than] a terrible site choice for a school, particularly elementary! (and by
the way, I'm not just a nutty "nay-sayer" neighbor, I'm actually a professional city
planner with 30-years' experience in the field...why our School Board thought that
site was good for a school, especially elementary(?!), befuddles me to no end.....)
2. NO DIVISION/REZONING OF OUR NEIGHBORHOOD!!!!! (there are other solutions
that won't divide our neighborhood some weird/harmful way...please listen to us!,
we are not being anti-anything, we just don't want our neighborhood divided as it
will cause permanent harm to its(our) property values, owner-longevity/stability,
"sense of community" that we all love and cherish, and neighborly cohesiveness.
3. Adding on to, meaning complete "reinvention" of, our neighborhood's school
(WRE) is in my opinion the best choice...there is PLENTY of land there (10 acres) to
do so but some temporary measures will obviously be needed to accommodate the
current school population while "big changes" occur...too bad the District
demolished both of the office buildings on the [terrible school location] WRT
NO SCHOOL AT THE WRT SITE. Period.
site...one, or both, of those might have served wonderfully as a temporary school
campus while our WRE was being rebuilt...those buildings were in pretty decent
shape during the 12 years our company leased our offices there, it shocks me still
that the District knocked down two usable buildings that could have served a good
"temporary school solution" purpose.....(ugh!!!!)..... 4. The idea of shifting 5-6th
grades to a new facility/campus at the LHJH site (all LH schools, not just WRE)
certainly does have merit (and Dr. Stone obviously has experience with that model),
and needs to be more closely considered...I can certainly see that with 6th graders,
not sure about 5th graders but I defer to those who know more than I do about the
maturation process of kiddos in those age groups regarding that "move up" step...
Regardless, division/rezoning of our core WRE neighborhood (between NWHwy,
Audelia, Walnut Hill, Skillman) needs to the taken OFF the table completely no
matter what long-term solution is eventually decided upon... 5. I've heard rumors
about a possible land-swap between RISD and the City of Dallas...the [really
illogical] WRT site in exchange for Dallas' former National Guard Armory site on

I am more concerned about money being used to address future growth at the junior high
and high school. I feel like everyone would agree those are more of a priority for the money's
use versus building a new K-6. By adding onto WRE you only need to accommodate
approximately 100 more students which is 5-7 more classrooms. I think if it was spelled out
that way, then people would buy in. Plus, that is a less expensive option than what else has
been presented. In the end, no one wants to be broken up so why do it. And 5/6 center
should NOT be an option.

N/a

No new school in WRE attendance zone

NO DIVISION/REZONING OF
OUR WRE ATTENDANCE
ZONE. Period.

EXPAND/"REINVENT"
WRE RATHER THAN A
NEW SCHOOL IN OUR
ZONE. Need to much
more thoroughly explore
making WRE
bigger/better, rather
than dividing our
neighborhood!

Possible shift of 5-6th
grades to LHJH site (not
the best option, but
slightly better than
dividing our
neighborhood I guess...)

Please see comments/input under Question #7 above. And many thanks, RISD, for finally
giving our neighborhood a Voice...we really do appreciate it!, and look forward to finding an
appropriate solution that will keep our neighborhood, and our beloved School District,
"GREAT"!!
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

No

Add on to WRE

None of the Above

No

No

Add on to WRE

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Add on to WRE

None of the Above
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

No

No

Create new K-6

No

Yes

Create new K-6

No

No

Create new K-6

No

Yes

Create new K-6

No

Yes

Create new K-6

No

No

Create new K-6

No

No

Yes

No

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

3rd Priority

4th Priority

NO DIVISION/REZONING OF
OUR WRE ATTENDANCE
ZONE. Period.

EXPAND/"REINVENT"
WRE RATHER THAN A
NEW SCHOOL IN OUR
ZONE. Need to much
more thoroughly explore
making WRE
bigger/better, rather
than dividing our
neighborhood!

Possible shift of 5-6th
grades to LHJH site (not
the best option, but
slightly better than
dividing our
neighborhood I guess...)

Please see comments/input under Question #7 above. And many thanks, RISD, for finally
giving our neighborhood a Voice...we really do appreciate it!, and look forward to finding an
appropriate solution that will keep our neighborhood, and our beloved School District,
"GREAT"!!

walkability

logical and equitable
rezoning of new school

traffic flow

I do think a new school would be beneficial, but there is a lot more that needs to be
considered. Seems like the last attempt at a school at White Rock Trail and Walnut Hill
wasn't researched and planned with neighborhood input.

Safety

Security

Safety and security (not on major street or
intersection)

Logical site in neighboring
area, not 3 blocks away
from WRE

Can create fair
distribution of students
from homes, apartments,
etc

diversity

saftey

traffic flow

NOTE: This is not a duplicate survey response...this is my 2nd response, with same
opinions, as I deserve equal representation for my 2nd residential property in the
WRE attendance zone (8023 Eagle Trail)... Thanks! S. Sefko 1. NO SCHOOL OF
ANY KIND SHOULD BE BUILT AT WRT/WALNUT HILL!!...that is[worse than] a terrible
site choice for a school, particularly elementary! (and by the way, I'm not just a
nutty "nay-sayer" neighbor, I'm actually a professional city planner with 30-years'
experience in the field...why our School Board thought that site was good for a
school, especially elementary(?!), befuddles me to no end.....) 2. NO
DIVISION/REZONING OF OUR NEIGHBORHOOD!!!!! (there are other solutions that
won't divide our neighborhood some weird/harmful way...please listen to us!, we are
not being anti-anything, we just don't want our neighborhood divided as it will
cause permanent harm to its(our) property values, owner-longevity/stability,
"sense of community" that we all love and cherish, and neighborly cohesiveness.
3. Adding on to, meaning complete "reinvention" of, our neighborhood's school
(WRE) is in my opinion the best choice...there is PLENTY of land there (10 acres) to
NO SCHOOL AT THE WRT SITE. Period.
do so but some temporary measures will obviously be needed to accommodate the
current school population while "big changes" occur...too bad the District
demolished both of the office buildings on the [terrible school location] WRT
site...one, or both, of those might have served wonderfully as a temporary school
campus while our WRE was being rebuilt...those buildings were in pretty decent
shape during the 12 years our company leased our offices there, it shocks me still
that the District knocked down two usable buildings that could have served a good
"temporary school solution" purpose.....(ugh!!!!)..... 4. The idea of shifting 5-6th
grades to a new facility/campus at the LHJH site (all LH schools, not just WRE)
certainly does have merit (and Dr. Stone obviously has experience with that model),
and needs to be more closely considered...I can certainly see that with 6th graders,
not sure about 5th graders but I defer to those who know more than I do about the
maturation process of kiddos in those age groups regarding that "move up" step...
Regardless, division/rezoning of our core WRE neighborhood (between NWHwy,
Audelia,
Hill, Skillman)
needs
to the takenthe
OFF
the table
completely
noschool
I'd be okWalnut
with adding
on to WRE
to accomodate
growth,
or adding
a new
within the current attendance zone. I don't really have a preference between the
two. My comment is that the location needs to be thoroughly researched and
planned out if a new school is added. My other comment is that rezoning the
Safety and security
current school attendance zone is a bad idea because so many people bought their
house with the intention of their kids going to WRE, and prices have risen because
of it. Changing that not only angers people but also diminishes their home value,
which definitely needs to be a consideration.
If I had to choose, I would add on to WRE
Walk

We support a new school but not at the White Rock Trail location. We want our kids
to attend a neighborhood school that is walkable and bikeable. We think Goforth
Walkability
Road is a suitable location for this development.

2nd Priority

Equal and fair redraw of
current WRE attendance
boundaries to create a
Safety and security
comparable neighborhood /
community school

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Thank you for taking community input. One of the biggest reasons I moved to this area was
because WRE is ranked as such a good public school and I wanted my son to be a part of it.
I'm sure many other parents feel the same way. But I also understand the need to solve the
overcrowding issue.

population balance

Children benefit from exposure to other colors, cultures, and ideas....it makes them much
better adults!

Traffic flow

It is important to us that the boundaries for a new school preserve the neighborhood feel
that exists at WRE. We want to see an equal and fair division of the current WRE attendance
zone. We want a school that is walkable, bikeable, safe and well integrated into the
community.

What's best for the students. Period. End
of discussion!

Ease of balancing
population between the 2
schools

No school at WRT

Walkability

Greenspace

Thank you RISD for listening! I grew up on the RISD and am looking forward to sending our
kids through as well. I would love a school on the dallas city land on goforth and adlora. We
trust that you'll make a great decision for our community's children.

safety and security

traffic flow

proximity to house

I prefer a new school in order to maintain a smaller neighborhood elementary school.

walkability

safety

no busing

We thought the WRT school was just fine; thank you for all your hard work and commitment
to our neighborhood and the students.

Create new K-6

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

safety

traffic flow

green space

walkability

Create new K-6

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

We are praying for y'all as you make this decision and want to thank you for serving our
community despite the challenges involved in this highly emotional situation! We trust that
you will seek wisdom and good counsel as you strive to do what is truly best for the children
and families whom you have the power and position to impact greatly with this decision. Our
children will not enter school until 2020, but we look forward to finding the best solution to
this problem!

Within the neighborhood

Safety

Walkability

Balanced enrollment
number

We chose. It to send out kids to WRE be of the size of WRE and think fixing this problem is
important and should have been addressed at least 4 years ago.
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

safety

safety and security

traffic flow

walkability

Walkable for most students

Appropriate scale to
neighborhood

walkability

traffic flow

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

budget
I think the focus on attendance, building a new school, creating a workable learning
environment, etc. needs to not only address the elementary grades but LHJH and LHHS too.
And quickly. The issues of overcrowding are seen at the elementary level now, but in 2-3
years the number of students attending LHJH and LHHS will absolutely overwhelm the
current (aging!) structures, usability, passing in the halls, student safety, teacher:student
ratios, etc. I believe it's extremely short sighted to focus just on the elementary schools,
without that being a "phase 1" in a clear progressive plan for LHJH and LHHS over the next 3
years. For me, it's not a question of where should a new elementary go, or what happens if
we move an attendance boundary ... it's "what will provide students with the best
opportunity to learn, and the best environment to learn in?" If that means my WRE elem.
student goes to a new school, then so be it. If that means a compound of portables while a
school is being renovated, then so be it. I'll support whatever decision RISD makes, with a
smile on my face and a positive attitude. But please make a decision quickly, communicate
it, and stick to it. Thank you.

Yes

No

Create new K-6

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

No

No

Create new K-6

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

Traffic flow

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

Green/playground space

A balanced rezoning that
does not overconcentrate
demographics at either
school

Safety

Walkable

Small class sizes

Able to walk to school

Safe route to walk

Play area to
accommodate recess

safety and security

walkability

green space

Safety and Security

Neighborhood Feel

Walkable

Safety

Walkability

Traffic Flow

walkability

safety

traffic flow

Safety and security

Walkability

Traffic flow

Create new K-6

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

Safety

Walkability-safe for
Traffic concerns-site should children to be able to
accessible for students,
walk to and from school,
staff and parents
in an area that has
sidewalks

Location-not near a busy
intersection and capable
of handling school buses
and necessary parking
for staff, parents, and
school events

A parking garage is not suitable for an elementary school. 900 hundred students in an
elementary school seems an unreasonably high number. Such a number is not conducive to
positive learning experiences. Ideally, more schools with fewer students is preferable to
fewer schools with too many students.

Create new K-6

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

Safety and security

Classrooms with windows
and casual sitting

walkable

Either a new school within area or enlarge WRE. I am a grandmother with daughter and son in
law also living in White Rock Valley with their 2 children.

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

No

No

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

No

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

No

Yes

Create new K-6

No

No

No

No

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

I am in favor of a new school within the attendance zone in an area that MAKES
SENSE taking into consideration traffic, accessibility and green space. I am not in
favor of the previous WRT location.

I supported the prior plan for the new school to which my kids would have been zoned. I had
concerns about the size of the spot as it related to outdoor play space, but the concept
appeared to address it. Not ideal, but better than overcrowding. However, I thought the
initial rezoning plan that left it half full and likely to serve as the primary overflow locations
from other elementaries set it up for failure whereby many of my neighbors were talking
about moving or choosing private school ala Northlake's zone. If RISD does divide the WRE
zone to 2 schools, it should seek a relatively similar demographic, total attendance number,
and overflow intake between the two schools. I was excited by the opportunity for a more
diverse school, but at half capacity and such a small portion of the highly partipatory WRVN
zoned there, RISD was foregoing tons of free volunteer parent hours and community support
in how they drew it up.
I would also support any endeavors to offer special programs such
as language immersion that would entice families to "opt-in" to a new school.
I think the
walkability and safety concerns were overblown by parents afraid of change or scared to
share their true reasons for opposing the change.

Technology current

Playspace

There's a barely used city of dallas parcel in our neighborhood that should be considered.

We don;t have any kids who do or will attend a new school but it is vital that a new school be
built to eliminate the current and future over crowding.

traffic flow
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

No

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

No

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

No

Create new K-6

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

1) It seems like the most vocal people in our neighborhood were against building
the school at WRT. Personally, I don't understand why that was such a horrible
solution. I was completely for building a new school, and many of our friends who
have preschool age children agree. However, none of us seemed to get involved in
the big debate going on, which was probably a bad call on our end considering the
outcome. Now we risk our children being overflowed to lower rated schools across
town. We could have bought a house half the price and send to Northlake Elem.
Schools affect our property values so when we think about eventually selling our
home in the years to come, it's not going to be great that we couldn't send our
child to the school 8 houses down the street from us. So really, this affects
homeowners without kids too, but I'm not sure that really resonated with many of
the older people in this area. You should know that not as many people were
against building a new school as it may have seemed. You mostly heard the
squeaky wheels. Also, you can't make everyone happy. It's best to make a
decision and give people time to accept it. 2) One option not mentioned on this
list would be to move 6th grade to the middle school. Wouldn't that free up a lot
of space? Additionally, just from a maturity / puberty standpoint, having 6th
graders attend a school with 5 years olds seems really odd to me (not to be coarse,
but how do you currently handle 5 year olds using the same restroom as
menstruating 6th grade girls?)
3) Since nobody liked the "location" of WRT,
perhaps we could consider Flag Pole Hill? That seems like ample space for an
elementary and no use of eminent domain.
4) If you end up redrawing
attendance boundaries (let's say between Northlake Elm & White Rock Elm), you
could switch the principal and teaching staff between the two schools. That may
create the most value community wide and help to reduce the issues some parents
walkable

less kids per classroom

safety

Safety

Security

Traffic flow

It's time to do something, enough talk, this is old news, past time for a solution

safety

walkability

enough land

We are new to the area, and I never really understood the controversy with the entire
neighborhood over building the new school. I understood those who would have to move.
However, space is limited in the city so no location is going to be perfect.

Traffic flow

A decision needs to be made and it is impossible to make everyone happy so there should be
no reason to let that be a goal. People complaining about property value loss are ridiculous
when you think about what we have here. The schools win because the community is
involved. It will be the same at another school also with a large influx of current wre people.
Building onto the school will not be sustainable and it is already ridiculously overcrowded and
too big. You shouldn't have to have kids eating so early and school events with the school
bursting at the seams. Let's rip off the bandaid and redraw boundary lines keeping
neighborhood feel preserved as much as possible.

Create new K-6

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

Keep neighborhood feel at wre

Create new K-6

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

White Rock trail at Walnut Hill

The Trustees and the Administration have ALL children's best interest at heart. Parents
generally only have there child's interest in mind.

Create new K-6

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

Safety (sidewalks)

I would like swift decisions to be made by the RISD Board, whom I voted for and trust. There
is no way to please every homeowner as you know....please continue on the course you are
on to do what is best for educating our children. As you know we have classes almost
doubling up for specials now, technology lab time is limited, soon their education will be
impacted due to overcrowding and that is not what our kids need. Thank you for your time
and hours of service.

No

No

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

Safety and security

Walkability

Green space for
community and kids

Parking

I encourage RISD to exercise caution in carving up the WRE boundaries so as to create 2
schools of very similar socioeconomic demographics. The best way to assure support for a
second school from all existing families will be if parity is achieved from the start of a new
campus.

Sufficient green space for
Strategic design to provide adequate traffic
playgrounds & athletic
flow
fields

Safety and security

Demographic make up
similar to WRE

Traffic flow

Walkability

Green space

Safety and security

Traffic flow

I am supportive of the previously chosen location (White Rock Trail and Walnut Hill)
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Create new K-6

Larger attendance zone boundaries

Create new K-6

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

Proximity to attendance zone

Security

Ample space for first
class facilities and
outdoor activites

Safety & Security

Traffic Flow

Walkability

Traffic Flow

Amount of Land

Ability to help other over
crowded schools

Safety

Walkability

Enough space for recess
& school events

Safety

Walk ability

Traffic flow

Walk ability

Excellent playground

Safety and security

Safety

Racial balance

Walkability

Neighborhood kids

walkability

safety

that this action be taking
quickly and building
started asap

student teacher ratio

diversity

quality of education and
walkability to school
leadership

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

No

No

Create new K-6

Yes

No

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

2nd Priority

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

Yes

Yes

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

Create new K-6

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

I like the idea to rezone but I'm under the assumption that all schools are at or near
It be built asap
capacity.

We believe in a good
education for all

I think wrt was a good
solution

Traffic

Stop listening to the
people who are not
affected immediately

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

I was supportive of the original plans for the new school. It just didn't appear that the
boundary lines included enough children that live nearby. And the children in the one
remaining section of multi-family housing for WRE would've been walking/driving right past a
brand new school. That did not make sense to me. The new school attendance area should
also include that pocket, and if the district needs to redraw lines including other apartments
for WRE, there are some that are much closer on Walnut Hill and Audelia. Or just draw out
the apartments for them entirely.
I think there is no choice that is going to please everyone or even a majority. A hard choice
has to be made. Either build a new school or change attendance boundaries for all the
surrounding schools. I think either is an acceptable and reasonable solution, IF redrawing
boundaries could really solve the problem.
Does it? A new school will impact only the
attendance boundary of WRE, at least as proposed. Drawing new lines affects all schoools in
the area and will be more disruptive. That doesn't mean it's a wrong choice however. The
choice between these 2 options should be determined by the projected growth in the
district, not just WRE growth, or the feelings of the vocal activists in the neighborhood. I
fear building onto WRE will leave a half empty school after the current crop of students
matriculates. But I'd have to have more information about projected growth for ALL
elementary schools to say this with confidence. This choice makes little sense without
knowing that information. If this is just a bubble of WRE people then redraw lines, if it's
more than just WRE then a new school may be necessary. Surely the district has these
projections. So make a decision that is best for ALL of Lake Highlands based in the data, not
just WRE, and hold on to your seat. I fear that the survey results will be dubious as there is
a concerted effort by the community organizers to push people to answer "none of the
above". I don't understand what is to be gained by this strategy, but that is what is being

And energy efficient, school of the future. Multifunction for after school programs and
community perhaps. Make it where people want, choose to attend.

The district has a big opportunity here with this wave of growth and needs to take this issue
seriously with strong leadership. Everyone saw this coming except RISD. We are paying way
too high of taxes for the administration to not act swiftly and wisely. If mismanage the
people could leave as quickly as they came. Thank you!
I'm on board with wrt. I'm tired of a few people speaking for a few people. Public schools
are not private schools. It's a responsibility of RISD to educate all fairly. My family fosters
children and they have never been able to attend WRE with my own children. We have been
overflowed to LHE and Wallace. I think Wallace is fantastic and wish more schools were run
like them. It's a great example of single and multi family homes can work together to provide
an education. As our foster children are leaving shortly, my husband and I are not putting our
names back on the open homes list. One factor is I'm tired of having kids at two different
elementary schools. Have you ever had to tell one set of kids, sorry, I can't make it to your
winter party or thanksgiving activity because I physically can't be at 2 schools at the same
time? Or take off work for 2 separate sky ranch trips? Or best yet, 2 science fair projects?
Last thoughts, I don't think RISD show tier the incoming kindergarten classes. It's taking
away from the urgency of the problem because certain people feel safe because of siblings.
You should let everyone experience overflow. Lastly, my fellow neighbors are waiting to hear
from their fearless neighbors for how they should respond to the survey. This comes from a
direct message. Talk about compromising a survey. I'm all for gathering facts and making a
decision but copying word for word and waiting for someone to tell me how to respond is
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

Yes

No

Create new K-6

No

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

No

No

Create new K-6

No

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

No

Create new K-6

No

Yes

Create new K-6

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

I don't think adding on to WRE is a viable option due to it sitting in the middle of
the neighborhood & its already too busy with our current overcrowding numbers. I
also think in 10 years or so there could be a change & then you would have too
much extra space. There doesn't appear to be another good spot for a School
that would still be considered neighborhood & students could walk to it safely.
Rezoning doesn't help if you still want a neighborhood school you can walk to.
Even Northlake is too far for us to walk & that's the closest school. So, you are
basically just deciding who in our current neighborhood school has to be
overflowed. I'm not sure why the 5th & 6th grade center was not given more
thought. It seems like the best option in my opinion. Keep the younger kids in
walking distance give the older kids a stepping stone from elementary to junior
high. In my opinion, elementary is not the biggest issue, it's the junior high & high
school b/c all of these kids are going to be there soon & then you have one school
& no room. It seems like there could be renovations at high school that might
enable freshman back if needed. Then maybe junior high could be at freshman
center & 5/6 center could be at junior high. I would love to see some pro active
movement instead of reactive. My concern is that you will fix the elementary just
in time for the junior high to be a complete disaster. Then fix that just in time for
freshman center to be overcrowded & then fix that while the high school becomes
an overcrowding disaster. Please don't allow the elementary issue to keep you

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Question 8 is not a good question. Of course most people are going to put safety & security
at the top of the list. Those are givens & should be your top priority for any school
regardless. The problem is trying to have those & find land for a neighborhood school.
Walkability & traffic flow are both super important. If you can't walk to it then I would not
call it a neighborhood school.

Walkability

Safety

Security

Traffic flow

I'm ok with building at WRT site.

Walkability

Diversity balance

Zoning to ensure
neighbors go to school
with neighbors

We believe a school at the White Rock trail location is still the best solution and traffic and
safety concerns could be creatively addressed. Adding on to White Rock will crush the small
community feel of the school that it is struggling to maintain. Frankly, re zoning to existing
schools is not something that I'd prefer for my property.

Safety and security

Walkability

Traffic flow

I wish more than anything that RISD would quit asking for so much input from our community
and just make a decision. I appreciate that the community is considered, but there are too
many opinions in this neighborhood. The overcrowding at WRE is awful, and it is not the
school it once was because of it. I will fully support any decision RISD makes.

Safety

Walkability

Traffic flow

Do NOT allow a school to be any larger than WRE currently. A school this large(or bigger)
suffers. Staff are not able to connect, students are not able to receive services that they are
promised, disconnect between grade levels, not to mention the pressure on the
administration at the school. As a former educator for RISD, I am asking for a new school,
rezoning, whatever it takes to reduce the current enrollment a WRE. Thank you for all your
hard work.

walkability

green space

safety

I actually liked the original site selected.

walkability - need crossing guards, good
sidewalks

green space

Safety & security

Walkability

traffic flow

walkability

Safety and Security

Class Size

Walkability

Ease of access

Safety

Close proximity to
houses

attendance zone

saftey

We need a new school. Splitting the attendance zone is inevitable. Increased diversity will
benefit all. We greatly value the experience we've had walking to school and getting to know
our community that way. For this and all schools in RISD, I would expect crossing guards to
be a priority.

Traffic

My household was in favor of the first proposed site (not the Jakes spot - too much traffic).
The plans for that school looked great and we liked the proposed location.

Green Space

Wish the plans to build at the corner of White rock trail and Walnut Hill were happening.
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

No

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

No

No

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

No

No

Create new K-6

No

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

No

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

No

No

Create new K-6

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

not splitting off apartment dwellers from
home owners

traffic issues including
walkability

space to expand the new
play space
school if needed

Walk ability

Safety

Traffic flow

Safety and security

Class sizes

Small school size

Traffic flow

Safety

Close proximity to
students' homes

Traffic flow

Safety

Green space

Walkability

Safety and Security

Size of play area is
equivalent to WRE/ample

Traffic flow

Walkability

Safety & security

Fair division of boundaries

safe and security

walkablility

close proximity to WRE

Safety

Walkability

On good land with
enough space

Walkability

Safety

traffic flow

Same school size as WRE

Traffic flow

Walkability

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

RISD so far has done a good job maintaining educational standards in the face of more
diverse student populations. I hope this continues.

Walkability

I think the 1st re-drawing of boundaries was fair. Houses north of walnut hill need to go to a
new school or go to another school closer to them.

WRE is too crowded and the students are the ones who suffer. I want more activities for my
child and would like to acknowledge all of their hard work by being able to attend assemblies
at school.

Traffic flow

Traffic

Redrawing boundaries is controversial but may be the best alternative.
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

No

No

Create new K-6

No

No

Create new K-6

No

Yes

Create new K-6

No

Yes

Create new K-6

Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
Create a new K-6 school within the current
White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance
zone into two separate elementary school
zones.
None of the Above

No

Yes

Create new K-6

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Create new K-6

None of the Above

No

Yes

Rebalance the current
None of the Above
attendance zone

Yes

Yes

Rebalance the current
None of the Above
attendance zone

No

Yes

Rebalance the current
None of the Above
attendance zone

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

I also believe that re-zoning families north of Walnut Hill to NLE would be a good
solution that is geographically logical and will help elevate NLE.

I would be supportive of another school that divides the current zone, but not at
the corner of Walnut Hill and White Rock Trail. That location is too small and the
traffic would be a disaster.

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

Rezone WRE to remove homes North or Walnut Hill.

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

I hope this is the last survey and a decision is made soon. Ready to move on. Thank you all
for your work.

Do what you would want for your own child.

Safety

Location

Space for a building and appropriate play
areas

Walking distance to home

Traffic flow

no school at wrt

safety/traffic (related)

community
feel/neighborhood
integration

Provided it is not located on the property at White Rock Trail and Walnut Hill, My
first choice is an equal K-6 within the attendance zone. Otherwise I would choose to Not on White Rock Trail
add on to the existing WRE.

Create a new elementary school in WRE zone but not the site on white rock trail
Build a new school in a safe location (not at the White Rock Trail site) that could
assist in alleviating overcrowding at both WRE and other Lake Highlands elementary
schools. Additionally, a more complete plan of adding another elementary school to
the Lake Highlands area would include potential changes to the boundaries of
multiple Lake Highlands elementary zones.
New k-6 school (possibly magnet) in the LHJH feeder area to address current and
future overgrowth in ALL of our elementary schools, not just WRE. (requiring a
rebalancing of attendance zones) or a 5/6 intermediate school adjacent to the
LHJH to help alleviate overcrowding at all area schools.
Re draw boundary lines to work out the over crowding at ALL k-6 schools in LH. If
need be build a new school in the interior of the district to balance out all over
crowding that we WILL experience. I do not personally think a new k-6 needs to be
built if we do the following- Build two 5-6 centers at current JR campuses. These
would remain separate from Jr highs. but on the same site. spend some money
addressing the highschool campus quality/over crowding. The solution needs to be
long term. what happens when these kids move on to the JR high in three -six
years? lets work on solving that problem now!!!!! not later.
I do believe LH needs additional elementary schools. However, RISD needs to be
strategic in placement of these additional schools so that children can attend
schools in their neighborhood that are safe, walkable, and have sufficient outdoor
space. If a school meeting these criteria cannot be accomplished, the district MUST
solve the problem with a broader scope of thought and not simply choose sub-par
school placement. As well, I DO SUPPORT redrawing boundaries.

2nd Priority

Walkable

Adequate Green Space

If a new school is built, it must be an equal school to the existing WRE. If that can't be
accomplished, adding on is the only viable solution. But regardless of which direction this
goes, the Board must start taking a broader more open view toward enrollment growth in
Proportional split of SF &
Lake Highlands as a whole. Fixing WRE is only one part of what needs to be an integrated
MF between schools
strategy towards addressing these issues. That means increased portables at schools that
are currently overflowing into LHE and NLE, and a plan for either a third junior high
(preferred) or increasing capacity at the existing two.

Walkability

Safety

Safety

Walkability

Security

Traffic flow

Safety of walkability for students

Big enough land for single
story school and decent
natural greenspace

Traffic flow

Mixed demographic

WRE is too white. Rebalancing would be beneficial to the social development of the kids
before LHJH.

No new school at WRT

New school must address
all of the elementary areas
not just WRE

walkabiltiy

traffic flow

Please stop looking at this as a WRE only problem and start looking at it as a district wide
problem that will need to be addressed at the JR and Highschool levels also

School sized to accommodate under 500
children

Walkability

Greenspace

Traffic

If you are going to present the school as being "for WRE" (not said explicitly, but implied),
then you should accommodate WRE and not size the school so as to cast suspicion on long
term motives of the district. I believe the neighborhood would get behind a smaller school
buried in the area west of White Rock trail.

safety and security

walkability

neighborhood contiguous
traffic flow
feel

Yes

Yes

Rebalance the current
None of the Above
attendance zone

I would choose rebalance if it would fully fix the problem now and in the projected
future although it would depend on how the lines would be redrawn (priority set for
not making kids attend schools where they cross busy streets to get there, i.e.,
walkability). My next option would depend on the extent of the issue after
Safety and security (although I think this
rebalancing. In conjunction with rebalancing, I would also support removing special one has to be #1 without saying)
programs, if any, that utilize classrooms at WRE. If the issue were still sizable and
also as a first alternative, then I would want to consider isolating 6th grade, or 5th
and 6th grade if needed, in another building.

No

Yes

Rebalance the current
None of the Above
attendance zone

Shrink the current zone to just the core neighborhood. North of NW Highway, West
of Audelia, South of Walnut Hill, and East of the forest area (East of the new
Safety and security
shopping center). Redirect the areas annexed out to the schools closest to them
(Northlake, etc.)

Walkability--minimizing
Keeping the capacity
students that have to cross
small as an elementary
busy streets to get to
should be (500ish kids)
school and wide sidewalks

Walkability

Traffic Flow

Traffic flow for
pickup/drop off and
ample parking

My #1 priority/concern in general is keeping WRE's structure intact/not building on to WRE).
It is way too large for an elementary school as is. I have great concerns with the amount of
time my children have to eat lunch and the environment in which they currently eat. I also
have concerns about the scheduling of lunch and recess times. Currently one of my children
does not eat until 12:40, and his only recess is AFTER lunch. There are also no after-school
activities available (which I have been told is due to the size of the school). I also want a
new school to be placed in a way that will allow that school to be very successful and
enhance RISD as a whole. If we can get all of the elementary schools in the LHJH boundaries
to improve, that means a better JH (and high school) and higher property values and
therefore more revenue which benefits the entire district. Families have concerns about
LHJH, and making sure that a new school (if there is one) is a sought-after school is an
important priority to me. Or if boundaries are redrawn, there should be attention to this
point.
If the currently-owned location is used, I would want the walkability of Walnut Hill in
general improved by getting the sidewalks away from the street or at least putting up
substantial barriers up between cars and walkers. The walkability of Walnut Hill needs to be
improved regardless of whether a school is built there, in my opinion, but that isn't on RISD!
Has RISD assessed the possibility of obtaining the property where there are community
gardens and police car storage sites? It is around Goforth and Adlora Lane. Aside from the
stables (which flood regularly) and Flag Pole Hill, there is not much land available. I am glad
that RISD is reassessing the overcrowding in Lake Highlands. The limbo and inaction thus far
has made this problem linger. Please do your due diligence then be swift and firm with
implementing the solution. Also remember that you can't please all of the people all the
time. The community does not agree on a solution so some people will be unhappy no
IF a new school were opened, then the new attendance zone would need to make sense. For
example, we live on Spring Branch and back up to WRE. It would NOT make sense to rezone
Spring Branch or even High Edge to another school given our proximity to WRE.
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

safety and security

2nd Priority

traffic flow

3rd Priority

walkability

4th Priority

large enough play area
and room to grow

In addition to rezoning across all of Lake Highlands (not ONLY White Rock),
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
eliminate the practice of allowing transfers. Overflows driven by the schools, if
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
schools are truly at capacity, yes - do those. But parental request transfers should
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
be disallowed. We will never get back to sane borders and attendance unless we
the WRE school attendance zone.
take our medicine now.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

safety and security/great education

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
Would like to see Smaller class sizes
Safety
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
Diversity is a necessity
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
Walkabilty
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
Safe and secure location
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Moving the homes north of Walnut Hill to Northlake within their neighborhood
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
makes the most sense and will alleviate the issue at WRE. It doesn't make sense for
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
them to cross a 6 lane, busy road anyway. However, building an entire campus
No new school in WRV
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
within such a tiny neighborhood of White Rock Valley is very short sighted and
the WRE school attendance zone.
should not be considered a long term solution for the whole of Lake Highlands.
The re-balance needs to be done in a
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
equitable manner, unlike the original reRebalance the current spread the additional students out across other The re-balance needs to be done in a equitable manner, unlike the original redrawing of boundary lines for the proposed
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
drawing of boundary lines for the proposed WRT school.
WRT school. The demographics of a new
the WRE school attendance zone.
school should mirror demographics of WRE
(ex: single-family, multi-family, etc).
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
Walkability
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
traffic flow
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
Plenty of open green space
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
Mixing with Northlake is your best option. (Think about it)
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

I feel that over crowed schools are dangerous and we should be focused on making sure our
kids are safe, getting a good education which mean classes not being over crowed where kids
can't get the proper help, if anything happens there are not so many kids that you can't get
them all out on time, They have space and time to eat lunch without having to shove their
food down their throats or not finish lunch! we the parents make a big deal out of it because
maybe some don't want their kids at another school that is not WRE, or they don't want
people in the school who do not live in the community, it could go on and on. some of the
kids may actually like going to a new school.

Have some friends there

Security

Traffic flow

Safety/location

Traffic flow

Equal division of boundaries Safety and security

Traffic flow

Green space

No new school at Goforth
Rd

No new school at WRT

Land size equal to the size
of White Rock Elementary.

School not on a busy
street.

Safety

Fairness in attendance

Walkability

Green space

Overflow should NOT be allowed at White Rock Elementary under ANY circumstances.

Location should be in a
location where children
can safely walk to
school.

In order to be equitable, any redrawing of boundary lines should include single family homes
in White Rock Valley proper (East of White Rock Trail, South of Walnut Hill and West of
Audelia Rd).

safety & security

Traffic flow

Parking for special
events
I feel like our community's ultimate need is to build a new school. Our population will
continue to become more dense in the future. However, I believe the most immediate need
is to reshuffle the populations of all of the neighboring schools to diversify the campuses and
illeviate the overcrowding at WRE. Three schools of 750 makes much more sense. I also
think that board should make an effort to rebalance the populations more regularly. I know
that this causes quite a bit of angst in our neighborhood, but it's the right & best answer for
all students that these PUBLIC schools serve.

Flexible space that can
be adapted for future
needs

Ample room for classrooms and staff

Ample room for extra
curriculars (art, music, PE)

Not on a busy street

Diversity levels remain
Large green/outdoor
balanced between WRE and
spaces
new school

Site large enough to
build single story
building

Correct lines for attendance making it
successful

Meaningful location

Walkable

not building something
just to build something

Walkable

Safe and secure

Well balanced

Traffic flow

No school at White Rock Trail

Traffic Flow/disruption to
the entire neighborhood

Safety of the site

RISD transparency throughout the process. Consider rezoning some WRE single family homes
Ability to walk to school to Northlake Elementary for 2017-18 school year and beyond. Perhaps north of Walnut Hill
Road or north of Spring Branch would be a natural division of the current WRE boundaries.
I struggle with answering question 8 because I feel like all of these factors are equally
important for an elementary school. If another type of campus were to be considered, I
could more easily weigh those options.
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

No

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

walkability

safety and security

don't build a new school in the current
attendance zone

don't build a new school in
the current attendance
zone

These raw data should be made public along with any other data that is collected during this
consultancy period. We do not need another school in this neighborhood. The lines need to
don't build a new school don't build a new school
be redrawn so that people that live within walking distance to WRE are able to attend their
in the current
in the current
neighborhood school. The attending neighborhoods north of Walnut Hill should be rezoned to
attendance zone
attendance zone
a different school, at the very least. We need to be focusing more on the overcrowding at
LHJH and LHHS.

Safety and security

Walkability

Traffic Flow

The school not be in White Rock Trail

Walkability to a point

Traffic Flow

Safety and Security

Traffic

Safety

Yes

No

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

4th Priority

green space

I am choosing option 3 with the caveat that boundaries be redrawn immediately so
it is not just a long term, but short term solution to the overcrowding. I am also in
favor of adding on to WRE, but I am only in favor of that if construction can be
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
done over the summer so that the 2017 kindergarten class can be accommodated.
I don't want a new school
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other Lake Highlands wide, I believe a 5/6 grade center located at the junior high would
I don't want a new school within the current
within the current
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
be the best solution for the overcrowding and of course, would also solve the
attendance zone
attendance zone
the WRE school attendance zone.
problem at WRE. Additionally, if we cannot either immediately redraw boundary
lines or add on to WRE, I am in favor of portables or other creative solutions so that
the kindergarten class can be kept together at WRE. Any solution that requires
2017 kindergarten overflow to another elementary school is unacceptable.

No

3rd Priority

traffic flow

Please consider rezoning sooner than later in order to alleviate the overcrowding and allow
those closest to the elementary school the ability to go to their neighborhood school.

Walkability

I don't want a new
I don't want a new
The community has already said that it doesn't want a new school. Expanding WRE,
school within the current school within the current redrawing boundaries or a 5/6 grade center are all good solutions. But what we need is a
attendance zone
attendance zone
solution FAST! Anything that requires overflow for next year is unacceptable.

We don't think that adding onto WRE would address the problem. Even if the school could
accommodate 1000+ students, this is still more crowded than a neighborhood elementary
school should be, and certainly more crowded than any other elementary school in the
district. We were not opposed to the White Rock Trail proposal, but since this was so
strongly opposed by others, the only clear solution to us is to redraw lines. Those opposed to
the WRT proposal stressed the need for walkable neighborhood schools. As such, it makes no
sense for those north of Walnut Hill to attend WRE, while those within less than a half mile of
WRE (like us) could potentially be sent to other schools.

Traffic flow

Walkability

Traffic flow

Safety and security

Walkability

Safety

Amenities

Traffic flow

Location

Safe location

Traffic flow in and around
the neighborhood

Diversity

Walkability

Walkable

Safety

Safety

Traffic

Traffic flow

Walkability

No

Walkability
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

Walkability

Safety

Walkability

Green space

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Traffic flow

Why not rezone the current White Rock Elementary boundaries to include a fair and even
dispersment to Northlake Elementary while investing allocated funds for a new elementary
school back into improvements for White Rock Elementary and Northlake Elementary?

Accessibility

Geographically contiguous
with student population

Safety

safety

traffic flow

logical boundaries that
are not wishy washy

Walkabilty

Safety and security

Neighborhood school feel

Yes

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
I believe we need to rebalance the current attendance zones in the interim in order
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
to solve the current needs. However, I believe the best long term solution is to
Safety and Security
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
create a new K-6 school within the Lake Highlands area, not just White Rock.
the WRE school attendance zone.

Yes

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

2nd Priority

Sufficient size property

Why would you build a new school that would have capacity for 500-700 kids when you only
need room for 100 students? Makes know sense when their are neighboring schools with
capacity.

Other than the site previously selected, there does not seem to be a site within the WRE
attendance zone.

Traffic Flow

Walkability

Safety

Security

Potential footprint

Walkable

not in support of this

not in support of this

not in support of this

not in support of this

Safety

Appropriate size for school
and adequate outdoor
Walking distance for
space for recess and sports students attending
fields

Traffic flow

Traffic flow

Traffic flow

Traffic flow

Traffic flow

walkability

traffic flow

size - don't want a huge playground area/fields
school or a tiny school
around school

Reducing the number of kids at WRE so
registration doesn't require camping out to
get your child into school

Traffic. The spot of WRT
and Walnut would have
worked if changed traffic
light to include turn arrow.

traffic flow

safety

White Rock Elementary is over crowded and the issue needs to be addressed. We believe the
interim problem needs to be addressed with rebalancing and redrawing lines within WRE
attendance which may require students to flow to neighboring schools. However, it is
imperative that we look at a long-term solution for the entire Lake Highlands area, and I
believe that solution will require creating new K-6 schools. In addition, we need to also look
at the junior high schools and create a plan to address the growth in the junior high schools.
We need a solution NOW! There are too many children currently at WRE and teachers/
administrators are not able to effectively accommodate all students. This unfortunately has,
and will continue to, result in children be "lost" or left behind. This neighborhood has
traditionally never agreed with anything and not will we. But we are hurting the children that
CURRENTLY attend the school. Potential footprint- will the building be able to
accommodate growth. Will the green space allow for activities and learning.

You need to add portables as has been done in the past and realign boundaries. If security is
an issue put them in the center parking courtyard and wall them in. Add a cover to the
outdoor basketball court for additional inclement weather play space
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

cost

safety

school environment

Enough space for 600 + students

safe walk to school

traffic flow should be
safe

location away from major multi-lane
thoroughfares

location easily and safely
walked by students

location which will
provide relief to multiple
schools

Not on White Rock Trail

Safe walkability

No impact to current
congested traffic flows

No School at White Rock Trail

Abundant green space on
campus

As safe a location as
possible

4th Priority

traffic

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

As retired a RISD teacher I feel it is undesirable to operate a school with 900 elementary age
children. Having taught several years at Terrace Elem. before Harben and Richland were built,
it was difficult working in a school with 4 classes of each grade (1-6) and 35 in each class, in
addition to Kindergarten. That was about what WRE has now. Scheduling Lunch, PE and
Music was a nightmare. Using the playground was difficult and rigidly enforced. I understand.
Making the school bigger doesn't make it any easier to feed 1000 children between 11 and
1. It doesn't make more playground room for Recess and Gym. It doesn't make it easier,
faster or safer to pick up or drop off your child. It doesn't make the halls more quiet, the
environment any more intimate or the setting more conducive to building relationships
among students and among faculty. Having your own local school where each child can
walk safely each day is probably everyone's first choice. When that is not possible, then the
next priority should be having each child in a school where the environment is conducive to
learning, where it is safe, where ideas can be nurtured and faculty can freely move about
using alternative spaces (the library, gym, playground, cafeteria) for creative lessons or
special occasions. This is not possible when 1000 students and their faculty use one school
whether it has extra classrooms or not. I would not want my little one attending a school
with 1000 children enrolled. In 10 years this generation will be in junior high and we may well
be in the situation we were in in the eighties when WRE was on the verge of being closed due
to the small enrollment. Let’s not forget generations cycle. Let’s not spend good money
needlessly when simply redistributing households may solve the problem for the next 10
years. As a 30 yr. RISD teacher, as a 35 yr. WRE resident, as a past WRE parent (19821994), let’s look for an alternative to building a mega school. Mega schools are not

No school at White Rock Trail

Walkable

Walkability and/or
adequate parking for
after school activities

traffic flow

Safety

Traffic flow

RISD should NOT build a new K-6 school within the WRE attendance boundary.

I think the whole Lake Highlands area needs to be addressed and rebalanced. The
problem is not only at WRE. There is overcrowding at LHJH and LHFC/HS, where
our kids also attend. And I hear other elementary schools have the same problem,
however, I do not know for sure since my kids do not attend there.

Walkabiliy

Safety and security

Adequate land for sports
Traffic flow
fields and play

plenty of green space

traffic flow

safety

safety and security

traffic flow

walkability

I think households north of Walnut Hill should be rezoned to fall into North Lake
Elementary. Before we moved to Spring Branch Dr, our child attended North Lake. Traffic flow
We found it to be an excellent school with extremely dedicated Teachers and Staff.

traffic flow

I am not in favor of a new school within the WRE attendance zone. I'd suggest looking for a
new build opportunity to the east of WRE, Northlake, LHE and WE. Please look at the larger
area and how attendance lines could be redrawn in this quadrant of elem. schools in addition
to a new build. I don't see the incoming kinder classes decreasing anytime soon.

I was fine with the location on the corner of White Rock Trail and Walnut although I was
concerned that traffic might be hectic.

Keeping it internally in the neighborhood like
WRE is. It is in the heart of our
neighborhood. We don't want to go to a
Walkability
school on the outskirts of the neighborhood.
Centrally located.

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

One story

Room for big playground
and green space

walkability

I think attendance needs to be balanced among all of the Lake Highlands
elementary schools. Putting a new school in the white rock attendance are doesn't
address overcrowding at other elementary schools - nor does it address
overcrowding at the junior high and soon at the high school.
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

Safety and security

Traffic Flow

Walkability

Walkability

Safety

Security

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Traffic

Limit breaking up neighborhood (NW Hwy to
Walnut, Audelia to WRT)

Hard decisions are going to have to be made regarding attendance lines. Make a decision and
stick with it. Stick with natural geographic (i.e. primary roads) boundaries in making decisions
as homeowners north of Walnut Hill knew the risks of moving into an area so divided from the
school when they moved there.

Safety

Traffic Flow

We have school age children, one in Kinder (6)and one that could go next year to kinder (will
turn 5 this summer), and 1.5 year old. We have been dissapointed by the overcrowding issue
and chose to send out kids to private school for the time being because having 7-8 sections
per grade just seemed overhwheliming. It's unfortunate. If things are worked out and WRE
could get back to its original size, we would possibly consider sending our kiddos there with
all their neighborhood friends.

Safety

Walkability

Safety and security

Traffic flow

No School at White Rock Trail

Walkability

Carpool drop off and pick
up must be outdoor, not Safety and Security
in a garage

Walkability

Traffic flow

Safety

On interior streets such
as Goforth

Safety

Cost

Suitability to take
transfers from other
RISD areas as patterns
change

Traffic flow

Safety and security

Large grass ( common)
play area

Walk ability

Traffic flow

Safety security

Walkability

Traffic Flow

Size of lot (to
accommodate
playgrounds, playing
fields, etc)

safety and security

size of site

walkability

Walkabilty

Safety

Enough land

walkability to the new elementary school

Keeps neighborhood school
feel

Safety and security

Walkability

Traffic flow

Maintaining reasonable
attendance zones

Safety and security

Location is geographically
near the current
attendance zone

traffic

walkability

Traffic

There is no need for a new elementary school within the WRE boundary. The obvious
solution is to rezone the homes and apartments north of Walnut Hill to NL, LHE, and/or TME.
If any new school must be built within the WRE attendance area (which is nonsense), it
should be built on the city property on Goforth.

I don't see a practical option for walkability within the existing zone, unless the district were
to take out several existing homes. I don't think it makes sense to put a new school toward
the DISD end of the WRE zone. Given rejection of the recently-purchased site, I don't see
much in the way of siting options unless Hollywood Doors site can be purchased or
something could be made to work on the north side of the Town Center area (N of Walnut
Hill, E of Skillman). For those reasons, and having watched the ebb and flow of the
neighborhood for 30 years, I'd favor redrawing the lines. If a sufficiently large block of WRE
kids and families are assigned to Northlake, Northlake will very quickly become a sought-after
school for neighborhood families.

Green space

cost of land &
construction

Please address the current space limitations in a timely manner! This is a good start at
better communication between RISD and the WRE neighborhood. Please continue to
communicate openly and honestly with us!
I think we should keep neighborhoods intact. Several neighborhoods are divided in the
boundaries but White Rick Valley should remain intact.

Rezoning north of Walnut Hill seems to be the quickest and least expensive solution.
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

No

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

Yes

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

No

No

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

safe access to school

tthose children closest to
new school should attend
that school

Walkability

traffic flow

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

perhaps all of one grade level could attend another area school such as all kindergartners or
all 6th graders

safety and security

green space
preservation

a location that makes sense with regards to
drawing new attendanze zones i.e. balance
out the attendance to allow for future
safety and security
growth in a new school and currently
existing schools

I wish I could have answered two questions to the first one: in that I would be equally happy
if RISD chooses to build a new school (requiring WRE lines to be re-drawn) or if RISD simply redraws the lines across all the local elementary schools (including WRE) to make the
enrollment numbers more equal.

good balance of dividing
the neighborhood where
it makes sense for all
those kids walking
(closeness)

Traffic flow (primarily of WRV neighbors
exiting the neighborhood each morning)

safe location with multiple
streets to enter on, and
plenty of street parking

We do not support building another K-6
school in WRE attendance zone.

We do not support
We do not support building
building another K-6
another K-6 school in WRE
school in WRE
attendance zone.
attendance zone.

Traffic Flow

Safety and Security

Walkability

Traffic flow

Safety

Not too close to another
elementary, balance

Safety and security

Traffic flow

Safety and security

walkability

traffic flow

Open Capacity issue at both schools

Playground space

Traffic

Traffic flow

Balance re diversity of
Traffic flow
students within each school

Safety and security

Traffic flow

try to make both
schools seem equal and
attractive to the
"neighborhood" feel
everyone moved here
for
We do not support
building another K-6
school in WRE
attendance zone.

Economical building
costs compared to
recent schools built

- We would also support a 5/6 intermediate school (on the same land as the existing LHJH).
- Under no circumstance do we support making WRE larger. - We want to see bond
money/funds allocated to the middle school and high school for certain overcrowding
happening very soon.

- My 1st choice is to add 6th grade to LHJH or create a separate 5th/6th grade center.
LHJH needs the money and this would eliminate the need to redraw lines. I don't understand
why this isn't an option in the survey. - However, my #1 priority is to have a solution
available for the incoming 2018 kindergartners. Keeping families in limbo and forcing kids to
switch schools multiple times is not fair. Also, the selection process implemented to
determine overflow to LHE seemed to be based on internet speed instead of proximity to
WRE which does not seem logical.
Grade 5-6 could be split from K-4
Seems reasonable that the children north of Walnut Hill could go to Northlake Elementary if
it's not too crowded. I think it would also help draw neighborhood families to Northlake. I
think dividing White Rock Elementary and Northlake by grades should be considered kindergarten through 2nd or 3rd at Northlake and the remainder at White Rock

Walkabilty

Attendance lines make
sense

Diversity balance

You will not be able to please everyone, and I would ask that the decision-makers not allow
themselves to be bullied by any one person or group, but rather to do what's in the best
interest of the entire community given future growth projections and other pertinent data.
Lines need to be redrawn or a new school built. RISD needs to make a decision and stand
behind it! RISD has been incredible in irresponsible in the handling of this! For example
releasing a plan and then going back on it to appease people. Highland Park ISD had similar
problems and was able to make a plan and execute it affectively in a timely manner. They
avoided the current problems RISD has because of their leadership! I am apauled at the poor
leadership RISD has exhibited in handling this. Make the best decision to solve the problem
and execute. White Rock is too big! The neighborhood north of Walnut hill and by flag pole
hill should be redrawn and sent to Lake Highlands Elementary or Northlake.
Also address
the overcrowding at the Lake Highlands Middle school and High School now or you will have
the current problems continuing. RISD you need to do better, much better! Many of us are
seriously considering private school because we are so disappointed in the overcrowding at
White Rock, decisions of the board, lack of leadership and lack of plan! Do not cave in to one
set of voices and let another Kindergarten class into White rock at the expense of larger 5th
and 6th grade classes! Make a decision, stand by it and solve the problem!
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Not at WRT and walnut hill-

Education

Safety and security

Traffic flow

I think RISD needs to look at not only WRE as an overcrowding issue. I believe attendance
areas for all RISD elementary schools should be redrawn to balance numbers. RISD also needs
to look into the junior highs. As the elementary schools are overcrowding this will trickle up
to the jr highs and high school as well. Our junior high facilities are outdated along with the
high school facilities. WRE has a voice but I believe the problem extends well beyond WRE.
Northlake elementary used to be the top elementary school before WRE became what it is. I
feel like redrawing all boundaries within RISD could benefit all elementary schools. No reason
the ABC streets should cross Walnut Hill when they can walk to Northlake. Make northlake
great again. Thanks for your time and efforts.

Traffic Flow

Safety

Walkability

Ability to balance other
LH schools

Make attendance boundary line Walnut Hill and then add onto Northlake Elementary.

Adequate green space

Safety and security

Walkability

Walkability

Traffic flow

Traffic flow

Safety and security

walkability

traffic flow

security

Security

Adequate play areas
including green space and
trees

Adequate room for
carpool lines and parking

Walkability

appropriate size plot of land
traffic flow
for the campus

Walkability

Traffic flow

Safety

Diversity

Safety of kids walking to school

Traffic flow impact on
nearby streets

Green space

Safety and security

Traffic flow

Green space

Walkability

Outdoor fields/recreation
area

Proximity to
homes/neighborhood

security

walkability

We are already encountering similar issues at LHJH and LHHS (overcrowding, not enough
classroom space, not enough materials for students, etc.), so these campuses need to be
addressed as well.

green space

I know it says a new school within the current WRE attendance zone, but I think it should be
within the LHJH zone and draw from more that one elementary school.

appropriate division lines

Move area North of Walnut Hill into Northlake attendance zone and problem is solved. If
necessary build onto Northlake.

Safety

Would be great to rezone to share some of the "wealth" and make NLE just as great as WRE
with involved neighborhood parents, $ and teachers... and maybe rezone to add some
diversity to WRE.

I do not support building onto WRE to accommodate the projected enrollment.

Diversity

I still support a 5/6 grade center as well.

I believe that RISD should purchase one of the many dilapidated apartment complexes within
the area, tear down the apartments and build a new elementary school

Traffic

safety

I don't think you should build a new
Focus these bond dollars on
elementary school, however I am in favor of LHJH and LHHS to address No school at WRT!
a 5th/6th grade center.
future growth.

Traffic flow

Safety and security

Reasonable boundary
lines

Safety

Walkability

Cost

traffic
Changing attendance
zones has the potential
to lift ALL elementary
schools.

Instead of building a new elementary school, RISD needs to focus on improving all elementary
schools by filling open capacity at existing schools and expanding the junior high and high
school for the existing wave of students.
I think we should just rezone the district. School population ebbs and flows. Do we really
want two half-empty elementary schools in 20 years??

Adaquate play
space/practice fields

I'm concerned that it took this long for the district to understand what the needs are in this
neighborhood. I'm also concerned about what this will mean for the junior and high schools.
Finally, I am concerned about the falling scores for White Rock Elementary and expect a plan
for the school to increase these numbers.
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

No

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

Walkability

No

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

Walkability (part of the neighborhood)

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.
Rebalance the current attendance zones and
Rebalance the current spread the additional students out across other
attendance zone
local schools. This option will require rezoning
the WRE school attendance zone.

Yes

Yes

Combination approach None of the Above

No

No

Combination approach None of the Above

No

Yes

Combination approach None of the Above

No

No

Combination approach None of the Above

Yes

No

Combination approach None of the Above

Yes

No

Combination approach None of the Above

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Security

Traffic Flow

As politically unpopular as it may be, I really think RISD should re-draw the boundary lines. I
don't want my child going to a neighborhood elementary school with >1,000 students.
Traffic is bad enough already and it will get too big. For the students who currently live
north of Walnut Hill, there should be a closer and more walkable elementary school option. I
know they don't want to be re-zoned out of WRE but they aren't in the the same
neighborhood. If our "neighborhood" elementary school is too crowded they should be the
first to go.

Built to Accomodate
Future Growth

No School at WhiteRock Trail

safety
Enact a combination of re-zoning and additional schools to better allocate students.
Based on RISD site, enrollments are: WRE 926,Wallace 832, LHE 724, NL 616 WRE
and Wallace need the most crowding relief and NL needs the most investment and
re-invigoration. LHE seems basically OK and could be the overflow school for some
of temporary crowding as schools are built. Step 1: *Re-zone all WRE students
north of Walnut Hill to Northlake. *Re-zone Northlake students east of Audelia to
Wallace; my understanding is that most of the single-family Northlake zone east of
Audelia are not currently attending Northlake. *Re-zone Wallace students south
of Walnut Hill to a new school south of Walnut hill to alleviate long-term family
growth since there is currently no school in this area.
Step 2: *Build new school
along Plano Road, somewhere between McCree and NW Hwy, using either open land
or commercial sites. Potentially include some of the streets in the south corner of
LHE zone. This would alleviate pressure on Wallace and provide a school at the far
edge of the district to cover volume needed *Invest in Northlake to ensure that
former WRE zone students attend there and make a strong push in the surrounding
neighborhood to lobby the single-family residents to attend Northlake along with
the re-zoning changes. -If WRE continues to be over-crowed even after re-zoning,
consider re-zoning into LHE the southeast streets south of Lanshire, east of
Shoreview. Otherwise, considering building a new school within WRE zone at the
city of Dallas facilities on Goforth Road. This would be a walkable location for some
WRE residents, and could be also be easily accessed by residents north of Walnut
Hill if they were not rezoned to Northlake. Another location within WRE zone would
Both of my kids went to WRE. All ideas above have some positives but need to be
clear that no school is built at White Rock Trail!!! I do think the attendance zone for
WRE should be changed so kids living above walnut hill go to Northlake. I don't
want a super large school at WRE but 4 or 5 classrooms more plus addition to
cafeteria. Plus, add onto Northlake and LHE. 5/6 grade model at Goforth could
work. Need safe, walkable site for school. WRT and walnut is not the answer!!!!
The overcrowding issue needs to be addressed not only at White Rock Elementary
but also at the Jr High and High School. All of these kids will end up going through
the entire system, it only makes sense to address all levels. My fear is that
something will be done to address WHite Rock and then in 5 years there will be an
issue and the district will ask for more money to address overcrowding at the Junior
High and High School. The overcrowding at White Rock should probably be
addressed with a combination of the items above. But if there is a new school built
and/or the attendance zones are redrawn, the district needs to make sure that
they are fair.
Rebalance attendance zone for WRE, keeping all homes south of Walnut Hill in the
WRE attendance zone, address overcrowding in Lake Highlands by building more
elementary schools in other zones, then rebalance again - maintaining a smaller
attendance zone for WRE. Elementary schools need to stay small. Rebuild larger
middle schools and possibly create a 5/6 and 7/8 model as Highland Park ISD has
successfully accomplished due to growth. The objective is to keep elementary
schools small.
Utilize Northlake attendance zone to bring back that school and help WRE
overcrowding. Make one school K-2 and the other 3-6. This option was preferred
by the committee they gathered and it would attract students to attend Northlake
it is used but mainly not homeowners. U won't have to re draw lines and you
already have a school right here that just needs some updating. WRE doesn't need
to be a mega school it already is and doest function near as good as when it was at
600. Combine the NLake and WRE school zones and utilize both schools no need to
look for property just what U already have!!!!
A new school is probably the best idea, but the boundaries should be different from
those that were previously suggested. There should be a fair distribution of single
and multi-family homes in each school. It also might be necessary to tweak the
boundaries of surrounding elementary schools, as well, to address district-wide
overcrowding.

My concern with building a new elementary school is that the overcrowding problem would
continue for several more years through the building process. I am concerned that though
WRE is overcrowded, it will not fill 2 schools if divided.

walkability

NO School at White Rock Trail. If RISD decides to build a school within K-6 zone, I would
recommend the site on Goforth Road, which currently houses a lot of various city utilities
Enough space for typical
functions. Many students could walk. The boundaries could be logical such as south of Royal
school activities,
Pine on the east side of White Rock Trail, and everything west of WRT and north of Walnut
playground, gym, etc.
Hill. #2 idea would be a new school north of walnut hill, but that might need to take in some
of the kids in the Merriman Park zone to balance out numbers.

NO School at White Rock Trail

Walkability from existing
single-family homes

Safe and logical traffic
flow for drop-off

No school at White Rock Trail

Walkability -

Need enough green
Traffic flow - easy
space for kids and
parking, easy in and out, No school at White Rock Trail and Walnut. It is not safe, not walkable, too small, and terrible
neighborhood to be able away from busy
location for traffic flow. Very open to solution but no school at WRT!!!!
to utalize
intersection

Safety, security, traffic flow, location,
amenities

Safety, security, traffic
flow, location, amenities

Safety, security, traffic Safety, security, traffic
flow, location, amenities flow, location, amenities

safety and security in case of emergency

traffic flow in case of
emergency

size must accommodate
walkability
a large playground

Fair division of Attendance zone (not like
last proposal)

Traffic Flow (already bad
with existing schools in
close proximity)

enough space to play green space

greta teachers take
some veteran teachers
to start it up

Safety

Walkability

Traffic flow

Green space

WRE must not become a mega school to satisfy current population growth. The school is
barely manageable as it is, and the playground, parking and traffic is maxed out. Change the
boundaries before adding on anymore classrooms. It is a neighborhood school that will be
ruined if it becomes any larger. We have lived here since the neighborhood was built, and two
generations of children have attended WRE. Future generations deserve the same experience,
along with aftershool programs that are no longer offered due to the school size. Please
redraw the boundaries and build more schools outside of the WRE zone. Thank you!
Im so surprised that they haven't used a school like Northlake that is right here in this
community that wants to be a neighborhood school but it really mostly apartments and
transfers intend of the people who live right here. If NLake was better you wouldn't have
SOOO many that live on that side that attend private school. I can;t imagine RISD doesn't
want to inspect that aspect and try to help that school back to what it was in the 70's. Im
also surprised they(NLE) have so many apartments and that WRE doesn't. WRE needs
diversity bc once they go up the ladder to LHJH and LHHS they are presented with it.
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

No

Combination approach None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Combination approach None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Combination approach None of the Above

No

No

Combination approach None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Combination approach None of the Above

No

No

Combination approach None of the Above

Yes

No

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

Yes

Combination approach None of the Above

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

A combination of adding on to White Rock Elementary and rebalance the current
attendance zones. Northlake Elementary would benefit greatly by rebalancing its
attendance zone to include the North side of Walnut Hill between White Rock Trail
and Fieldcrest. This might include also adding on to Northlake Elementary and
rebalancing the Wallace/LHE attendance zones. RISD seems to have taken a very
narrow view by addressing only the overcrowding at WRE. Please consider a more
long term solution that is inclusive of all of Lake Highlands Junior High feeder
schools. (This survey is not inclusive of all residents of WRE - I only heard about it
through "We Have a Voice" and White Rock Valley Homeowner's Assn. - both
through email). Once again RISD has not given ALL taxpayers in WRE a chance to
complete a survey. I heard a survey would be mailed to each address in the WRE
attendance zone - I haven't received one. There are residents of WRE who are not
connected to the completely voluntary homeowner's association and do not have
electronic access to the survey.
New school and a rebalance/redraw, but better location than White Rock Trail and
Walnut Hill...realizing finding an appropriate site location will be difficult. At a
minimum, it does seem silly that folks north of Walnut Hill go to WRE despite being
so much closer to Northlake.
Create a 5-6 school and you still may have to redraw some boundary lines.
Rebalance current attendance zone AND reconfigure 5/6 grades at LHJH campus.
None of the options alone addresses the long term issue.
I think it needs to be a combination of option two and three. Build a new school--in
a GOOD, SAFE, LARGE location--and then redraw boundary lines. I do not think
adding on to WRE is the option. It is already overcrowded with too many people. I
don't want a mega elementary school for my children. It changes the community
feel and it becomes a safety issue. Plus, with a mega school, it's harder to manage
and have special activities, after school programs and clubs.
The solution could be a hybrid of both the second and third. Rebalance of the
current attendance zone definitely needs to ensure that students attend their
particular neighborhood school. Students should not be crossing Walnut Hill or
Audelia to attend WRE. A new school can then be sited in a logical location that
fosters a true neighborhood elementary school where children and parents can walk
to school.
Unfortunately, I think the solution will need to be a hybrid of many options. First
and foremost, I strongly believe RISD should strive to model all the LH schools in
the walkable, center of the neighborhood model that has brought families in droves
to the WRE area. What appeals to everyone is having a wonderful school at the
center of the neighborhood where everyone knows each other, walk to and from a
QUALITY school which offers lots of activities during the day and outside of school
that is the heart of the community. My son is a 6th grader and that is what we
experienced at first at WRE. Now, the school is so large that many programs have
been cancelled, and the size is so big that it is losing the smaller neighborhood
school feel. Many parents who have older children talk about how the school
attendance was so low 7-10 years ago that the school was nearly shut down. What
this says to me is that attendance will ebb and flow. Also, attendance zones have
been changed in the past to help schools have proper attendance numbers. For
example, the North side of Walnut Hill being shifted to WRE when there is a closer
elementary school for them or the number of pulled in kids to LHE. That being said,
I do NOT support adding on permanent wings to WRE. However, I would support
portables for a short term solution. Again, I support any model that promotes a
neighborhood school. I think some of this would be accomplished by rezoning
attendance to help support North Lake. If the homes were shifted back to North
Lake attendance, the school would have immediate PTA support and the school
would likely have the same trajectory WRE has had. I also support a 5/6 model as it
would be a great way to still maintain neighborhood elementary schools as well as
steer our 5/6 kids towards greater responsibility and success. Additionally, I would
support a magnet school for the area. I think a combo of options like this will help
RISD not overbuild, yet offer viable solutions now. Not everyone will be happy, but
we need to make sure the kids are taken care of AND help support the
neighborhood so LH continues to be an area people want to live in for decades to
come. Give people an option to have neighborhood schools to match the small town
life within the big city so we can continue to have home appreciation and tax
money for RISD. Keeping LH vital and growing is extremely important to us as
Build a 5/6 center at LHJH, just like the citizens have told you over and over and
over. Even without any information or explanation from RISD, the citizens have
investigated HP and Wylie. The informed citizens understand it. Build a 5/6 center.
Build 5th & 6th grade schools on the Lake Highlands J.H. and Forest Meadow J.H.
campuses.
Implementation of an Intermediate School at the Jr. High Campuses, shifting 5th
and 6th grades to said intermediate schools, and alleviating overcrowding across
Lake Highlands.

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

I am in total disagreement with building a new K-6 school in WRE. Please consider adding on
to WRE, Northlake, Wallace & LHE if necessary and redrawing the attendance lines to include
walkability, safety & security, traffic flow for ALL LHJH feeder schools. Kids living at Alista
apartments having to cross Audelia to get to LHE-that's not safe at all. Please take a broader
view of the entire area.

Safety

Traffic

Walkability

Available space for the school (needs green
space)

Traffic Flow

Safety and security

Proximity to other
elementary schools
Do not build.

safety

Walkability to the new elementary school

walkable distance

large outside play area

traffic flow

Please don't make our amazing WRE a mega school.

Traffic flow

Ample play/athletic
space

Improvement of the
neighborhood

If the district is looking for a suitable site, it should look to any number of
rundown/neglected apartment complexes as a good place to start. This replacement will aid
in addressing crime as well as over-crowding of the schools. Additionally, many of these
apartment sites back up to natural features/greenery/creeks that would complement a
school nicely. This may sound like a rough tactic, but DISD has done this successfully.

Question 8 doesn't make sense to me in context of a second school within the WRE
attendance zone. I answered it more for what I think any school in LH should be. I don't think
having 100-150 kids over a schools 850-900 student capacity warrants a second dedicated
K-6 school within the neighborhood. I am shocked that is even an option because it seems
like it would create far more issues 5 years down the road when attendance shifts to the
secondary schools. Also, a second K-6 school within the WRE neighborhood would split the
neighborhood apart. I would support a 5/6 school within WRE similar to what other school
districts have done with success.

SAFETY and security

NOT overbuilding and
location making logistical
sense

Walkability

Traffic Flow

they are ALL important

they are ALL important

they are ALL important

they are ALL important

No School at White Rock Trail

Safety and Security

Walkability

Traffic Flow

safe walkability- sidewalks,
curb and gutter, 12 ft min
lanes

traffic flow - City of
Dallas provides an
upgraded infrastructure
(drainage and roadway
improvements)

My preferred solution is to make elementary schools K-4 and build a 5/6 grade
center on the campuses of Lake Highlands Junior High and Forrest Meadows Junior No school at the White Rock Trail and
High. Also, to improve outdated resources at both junior highs to accommodate the Walnut Hill location
growth in Lake Highlands.

No new school in current WRE attendance zone. No school at WRT
I am concerned that RISD is not preparing for the amount of overcrowding the junior highs
are going to have in the next 5 years. The bond money should be spent to better improve
Lake Highlands community as a whole and not just focus on WRE. I look forward to our
growing community and to support it. The metroplex is a fast growing area and I love where I
live.
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

The three options provided are all poor choices. Focusing only on WRE overcrowding
is a band-aid fix to a larger overcrowding problem in the LH area. LH junior-high and
high-school are also overcrowded, and the problem will only get worse as the
current elementary-aged kids matriculate.
Converting WRE to a K-4 school, and
adding a facility at LH junior-high to allow for a 5-6 school and 7-8 school provides
an immediate solution to WRE's overcrowding, and sets RISD and the LH area up for
success in the future. This solution is more fiscally sound and much less disruptive
to the community than the three options identified in the survey. Further, variations
of this solution have proven successful throughout the state (e.g., Keller, Wyle, HP,
etc.).
The addition of a 5th/6th grade campus at LHJH.
I like the option of a 5/6 center at the Junior High campus. I would want a separate
building for 5/6 only. 5/6 and 7/8 can share common areas at separate times
(Gym, cafeteria, library, etc...).
Out of the options above I would chose to add on to WRE, but I do not see how this
solves the Lake Highlands problem. This only solves the issue for WRE, and our
children will continue to be on the breaking point when they get to the Junior High
and onto the High School. Building a 5-6 Center at Lake Highlands Junior High
would solve the long term problem for not only WRE, but all the other over
populated elementary schools that feed it. This would be less expensive for tax
payers, as the land is owned by RISD already. This is the option that has been
selected by the residents in the reflector committee and in the previous survey.
This solution works at Highland Park and Wiley, so it is hard to understand why we
feel it would fail here.
I believe none of the above address the situation of overcrowding at the junior high
level. I'd like to see a school built on the junior high campus that accommodates
5/6 graders.
I like the idea of a 5th-6th grade school next to LHJH. This solution will help reduce
overcrowding at all of the elementary schools that feed into LHJH. I am
encouraged to hear that it has worked in other areas such as Highland Park.
5/6 schools on the junior high property

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

Walkability/traffic flow

No school at WRT.

Safety/security.

Grreen space.

Traffic flow.

No school in the attendance zone

No School in the
attendance zone

No School in the
attendance zone

No School in the
attendance zone

We do not want to build a school in our attendance zone. It will be too expensive and will not
solve the issues across all of RISD.

Safe walkability

Close proximity to our
house

Safety and security

Green space

I do not think a new K-6 school is a good option for our neighborhood at all and do not
endorse it.

No School at White Rock Trail

Traffic Flow

Interior of a
neighborhood

Safety and Security

Boundary

Plenty of green space for
outdoor activities

Safety

Walkability

First choice is 5/6 school.
magnet School

safety

traffic flow

walkability

The growth problem is not just at WRE - it's at LHJH and LHHS

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Build a 5th / 6th

No

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Build a 5th / 6th grade school on the campus of Lake Highlands Junior High.

I do not support building a
I do not support building a school within the
school within the current
current attendance area.
attendance area.

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Create a 5 6 grade center at a new location or at the Jr High campus.

safety

walkability

None of the Above

Add 5th and 6th grades in a separate building on the LH Jr. High campus. All
elementary schools in the area could feed into this building if needed.

No new school in current attendance zone.

No new school in the
current attendance zone.

No new school in WRE
attendance zone

No School at White Rock
Trail

5th-6th at LHJH

No school at White Rock Trail

No

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Given what I know about the situation, my first choice is to build a 5/6 center at
the junior high campuses. This would alleviate crowding throughout the district,
could be done quickly since RISD already owns the land, and would be an
opportunity to increase capacity at those campuses to support the growth over the
next several years.This seems like a much more flexible solution in that it reduces,
or at least delays, the need for new schools, additions to current schools and
redrawing of boundaries. I'm not opposed to new schools in general, but I don't
believe constructing one to split WRE zone is the best solution to the problem.
No school at White Rock Trail
Growth trends indicate that other schools in the LH area are facing or will face
similar problems. The rapid growth at WRE is happening because young families are
flocking to the neighborhood for that school. Most of them are building new homes,
many upwards of $1M, and they will stay put long after their kids have left WRE. So
I think this is a bubble, and dealing with it by constructing a new school very near
WRE will only cause significant under-enrollment in the future. If we are going to
build new schools and redraw boundaries, I would much prefer to do it strategically

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Build a 5th / 6th grade school on the campus of Lake Highlands Junior High.

No School at White Rock Trail

In addition, Look at turning Northlake into Spanish immersion

I can't believe how poorly this has been executed. I execute surveys for a living, and there is
no way you can actually get statistical validity for this survey, which makes it invalid.
It's
embarrassing and calls into question the quality of every other action that RISD does. If you
can't execute a basic survey correctly, what can you do correctly? If you are seeking to
inspire people to explore private schools, then you can count one success. We moved into
this neighborhood for WRE, so it's a bit sad that you cannot manage this.

Yes

No

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Facility with plenty of greenspace and cutting-edge
Proximity to home
education programs and
technology

No

No

4th Priority

RISD should not--under any circumstances-build a school at WRT/Walnut. It was
negligent that RISD ever considered this
location in the first place.

Change attendance to WRE to 1-5. Build additional facility at LHJH to accommodate
fiscally responsible
6th grade and the growing needs of 7th and 8th grade at LHJH
If new school is built, children should not
Add sixth grade to the Jr. High if the school can't add on more classrooms.
walk past new school to get to old school
Build 5/6 grade schools on the campuses of LHJH and FMJH and move to a K-4,
5/6+7/8 model that is successfully used in HPISD, Wylie, Keller, and other
successful districts. The reflector committee chose this, Dr. Stone has said she likes
this model. I'm not sure why it has been repeatedly torpedoed, since it has
community support and these other options don't. I'm not sure why it's not
included here, other than "you don't want to do it."
If you think that
All of these are priorities. I shouldn't be
overcrowding is limited to WRE, you're sticking your head in the sand and don't
forced to choose walkability over safety.
know your own numbers. Moss Haven will be in the same situation in a few years,
This is insulting.
and others are already reaching max functional capacity.
Also, #2 and #3 above
do not qualify as solutions without more specific details. "Rebalancing the current
attendance zone" is a general direction, not a plan. Show me the lines. Why would
you survey a community that is so obviously underinformed? What has Stantec
found that you have to show us?
I would prefer that either a split campus is built on the White Rock Trail-Walnut Hill
site (3-6 or 4-6), or 6th grade is moved to the junior high. Both of these models
have been successful in many other districts. Moving 6th grade to the junior high
walkability
would alleviate overcrowding across Lake Highlands and be a more forward thinking
plan.
Solution #1: Build a 5th / 6th grade school on the campus of Lake Highlands Junior
No School at White Rock Trail
High.
grade school on the campus of Lake Highlands Junior High.

3rd Priority

same boundary lines

traffic

No School at White Rock
Trail
Proper amount of space
required

No School at White Rock No School at White Rock
No School at White Rock Trail
Trail
Trail
Safety

safety

Traffic flow

I do not support building I do not support building
a school within the
a school within the
current attendance area. current attendance area.
No new school in the
No new school in the
current attendance
current attendance zone.
zone.

Walnut Hill Ln. and WR Trail location is not a safe location. No sidewalks for the children and
way too much traffic at this corner. Traffic flow is way too congested. Build on the LH Jr.
High campus to accomodate 5th/6th grades for many elementary schools to feed. It would
also serve for other schools should they become overcrowded.

It's not safe

I have concerns that this survey is not connected to a well designed process to yield not only
how we solve overcrowding at WRE but address overcrowding throughout Lake Highlands at
all grades levels.

It's not walkable
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

None of the Above

Build a 5th / 6th grade school on the campus of Lake Highlands Junior High. White
No school at White Rock Trail
Rock Elementary would be K-4.

No School at White Rock Trail

No new school

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

I believe that a 5/6 center should be added to the site of LH Junior High which will
alleviate overcrowding at all the Lake Highlands Junior High feeder schools instead
of just at one.

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

A 5-6, 7-8 school on the current junior high property.

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No
No

No
No

5th-6th at LHJH
5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above
None of the Above

After considering the pros and cons, the RISD should consider the following:
*Building a 5-6 Grade Elementary School on the available property at Lake Highlands
Junior High. This could be a separate entity that would make an easier transition
for students entering Junior High. *This would be more preferable to changing
The needs of the students
boundaries in White Rock Valley and more preferable to building another school on
WRT, which just isn't a good location for any school. *This would not require the
purchase of additional property, and would allow for the sale of the WRT property
currently owned by RISD..
Short Term - Use Portable Classrooms to Temporarily Relieve Lake Highlands
Crowding Across the Attendance Zone. Long Term - Build 5/6 grade schools on the NO school at White Rock Trail
campuses of Lake Highlands Junior High and Forest Meadow Junior High.
5th & 6th grade center near LH JH. Make Northlake Elem. a magnet school.
Build a 5th and 6th school at Lake Highlands Junior High
Safety

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Recommend the fifth and sixth grades be moved to Lake Highlands Junior High

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Build a 5/6 grade school on the campus of Lake Highlands Junior High

No school at White Rock Trail

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Build a 5th/6th center at LHJH that could alleviate and proactively protect all the
elementary schools in the LHJH feeder from overcrowding along with WRE.

I do not want another k-6th built in the
attendance zone

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Create a new 5-6 model on the Junior High Property

Safety and Security

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

5-6 grade center on lhjh property. Fix jr high situation as well.

Safety

Yes

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

5th-6th at LHJH

5th-6th at LHJH

5th-6th at LHJH

In the short term:--Lease Space to Temporarily Relieve Lake Highlands Crowding
In the long term-- Build 5/6 grade schools on the campuses of Lake Highlands
Junior High and Forest Meadow Junior High.
No school at WRT. Am interested in a 5/6 option at the areas junior high
campuses. While the school is overcrowded, it's still doing well. It seems as though
the junior highs could use some improvements and that would help overcrowding
across the district as well as improve the junior highs.
None of the solutions presented in the survey are acceptable. RISD should consider
to Build a 5th / 6th grade school on the campus of Lake Highlands Junior High
Build a 5th / 6th grade school on the campus of Lake Highlands Junior High. This
solution would alleviate overcrowding in WRE immediately, change no boundaries,
and facilitate necessary junior high school capacity expansion, as those schools are
under capacity for 2021, by building a modern, cohesively planned facilities. This
would change Lake Highlands Junior Higher feeder schools to a K-4, 5/6+7/8 (same
campus, but separate facilities, with the 5/6 maintaining and elementary school
instructional model, not a secondary school model like is typically used at the Jr.
High and High School level), 9-12 model, one currently used in districts like Highland
Park (#1 district in TX), Pearland (#42) and Wylie (#54).
I prefer building a 5th/6th grade school on the campus of LHJH. I believe it would
be the best use of taxes ,,, would provide the fastest relief with the least
disagreement among those affected ,,, and would give the greatest flexibility of
facility use in future changes of demographics.

2nd Priority

Safety and security

Adequately sized site
that allows for needed
green spaces and
parking

No new school

Feasible traffic flow for
drop-offs and pick-ups

Walkability to school is
Safety and security, i.e.,
not the priority it used
crossing guards, etc.
to be.

Easy Traffic flow

Walkability

safety

Walkability

Traffic Flow

Space

No school at White Rock
Trail

No School at White Rock No School at White Rock
Trail
Trail

No new school

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

I'm concerned that the district is only interested in putting a band-aid on the problem. They
appear to be short sighted and ignoring the long term needs of the district and Lake
Highlands. The fastest and easiest solution is NOT the best or right solution. I'm also very
concerned that the district has already ignored the community once when the Lake Highlands
reflector committee clearly voted in favor of a 5/6 center and the district moved in another
direction that they had already determined prior to engagement.
A 5/6, 7/8 school in the current junior high location serves all of lake highlands and allows
for parents to be more involved and make positive changes at the school in these difficult
childhood years because they will stay at the same school for 4 years vs 2 years.

*The wisest decision is not to build a school on WRT, and that option should be taken off the
table.

Don't want a new elem. in my area. Dont want rezoning.
No school at WRT
There is no land available to build an elementary school in the area that does not have
numerous problems with traffic flow, safety, security, walk ability, etc.

I do not want another k-6th built in the attendance zone. This is not helpful to WRE, LHJH, or
I do not want another k- I do not want another kI do not want another k-6th
LH as a whole. Please do not repeat the mistakes of the past. Please do not be afraid of a
6th built in the
6th built in the
built in the attendance zone
progressive solution. Build a 5th/6th center so the growth in LH can be a positive again and
attendance zone
attendance zone
our teachers and families can get back to the real work of educating kids.
I find it odd that the options presented in question #7 of this survey are so vague. How
could anyone vote for one of these options without knowing more detail on how they would
be implemented? Also, where are the Santec analysis results? That information would be
traffic flow
green space
walkability
helpful in answering this survey. This survey is simple and premature and I would hope that it
is just a preliminary gesture to let the neighborhood know that the overcrowding issue has
not been forgotten, not a vehicle in which decisions for the future of WRE will be decided.
Our attendance zone is so big. I wish there was a way to also support NLE in this process as
Walkability
well.

No school at White Rock Trail and Walnut Hill Traffic flow

Walkability

No school at White Rock Trail

NO SCHOOL AT WHITE ROCK TRAIL

NO SCHOOL AT WHITE
ROCK TRAIL

NO SCHOOL AT WHITE
ROCK TRAIL

NO SCHOOL AT WHITE
ROCK TRAIL

No school at white Rock Trail

No boundary re-zoning
changes

Traffic flow

Safety and security

no school at White Rock Trail

speedily evacuate-able in
event of an
emergency/crisis

safety

room to play

None of the Above

None of the Above

I think the best long-term solution is to build a 5th/6th grade school on the campus
of Lake Highlands Junior High. This would help alleviate crowding at WRE and in
Lake Highlands in general with no boundary changes. Many school districts have
Traffic flow
used this model with great success. I have discussed this option with many of my
friends and family who are educators and they agree that this is a great plan.

Rebuild LHJH including a 5/6th grade center.

Traffic flow and
walkability

4th Priority

No new school

I think the best solution is to add a 5th-6th grade facility to the junior high. This
Not to build a school at White Rock Trail. It's
would alleviate the overcrowding at WRE as well as the other elementary schools in not safe for walkers and increase the
Safety and security
Lake Highlands.
congestion at the intersection.

None of the Above

3rd Priority

No school at WRT

safety and security

Traffic flow

I know that the overcrowding at WRE is a concern but the problem exists as a whole at the
other Lake Highlands elementary schools. Creating new schools or adding on may be a good
solution for the next few years but as the students age out of WRE it's a very good
possibility that the student population will decrease as was the case in the 90's when WRE
was on the verge of closing. Families won't have elementary age kids anymore and won't be
moving out of the neighborhood therefore not allowing for new students to move in.
I want to reiterate that I do not want a school built at the White Rock Trail location
This population boom is cyclical and more emphasis & planning needs to happen with the
progression of these children through jr high and high school. I went to WRE along with 4
older siblings, my oldest sister went the first year it opened. My 80 plus parents still live in
WRV and my two children attended WRE. This problem of overcrowding was inevitable and
ignored by RISD when 3 classrooms were added a few short years ago at WRE. It is really
shameful that the district hasn't addressed the growth with hard cold facts instead of
projections that were flawed. This should have been no surprise and taking a survey again, at
this late date, is frankly disheartening. The neighborhood has given their overwhelming input
on more than one occasion & I ask RISD to take immediate action and stop the manipulation.
Our property values along with proper facilities for our students and teachers are diminishing.
This is your chance to get it right RISD by overhauling LH.
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

No

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

I would look at restructuring the Jr. High. I would allow 6th graders to go there.
They have more space for an addition and it would help all the schools in the area.
It would be more cost effective and would not split neighborhoods. If this is not
an option then I would send everyone north of Walnut Hill and west of Audelia to
Northlake and get the standards at that school up again.

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Create a 5th/6th grade center at the junior high or some other location.

keeping neighborhoods together at a school
(i.e. not divided by major roads)

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

5/6th grade center at LHJH

No school on White Rock Trail

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Solution 1-building 5/6 and 7/8 additions to Lake Highlands Junior High.
Building a 5/6 and 7/8 addition to LHJH
I would prefer that the district build a 5th/6th grade center similar to the current
9th grade center. The new center could be built on the campus of Lake Highlands
Jr. High School grounds. In addition, the district would need to enlarge the current
safe and secure traffic flow
White Rock Elementary School campus to ensure that overcrowding is no longer a
problem. This solution seems to make the very most sense and ensures that
families will not have to have children at more than on campus grades k - 4.
I think a new school should be built for grades 5-6 on each junior high campus. This
would mean that WRE families would not be rezoned. Many districts have this
safety and security
configuration and it is very successful. Adding on would be my second choice.

No

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

We don't need a whole other school built.

Equal division of attendance zone among
Build a new 5/6th grade center at the Junior High School site. My husband grew up
single family homeowners and multi-family
in Highland Park ISD where this model was and is VERY successful!
residents
Thank you for the opportunity to provide a solution to the WRE (and LH)
overcrowding issues that is NOT listed above. I definitely do not agree that options
1-3 above our our best solution. My husband and I have both been very involved in
this discussion since the pre-bond/listening tours starting in 2015 and we were
heavily involved in the heated expansion of WRE that was approved in 2012. We
clearly need a long-term solution that will bring relief to our schools for the longhaul. We currently have a 5th grader and a 1st grader who are going to be in this
system for a long time. I'd love to see RISD develop a long-term plan for success
that will support all of our LH kids! With this in mind, I firmly believe that building a
5th/6th grade school on the campus of Lake Highlands Junior High (and also likely
Forrest Meadow) is still the single best solution to manage overcrowding
throughout Lake Highlands, while at the same time actually bringing several
benefits to our students that they are not receiving in the current model. This
solution would alleviate overcrowding in WRE immediately without changing
boundaries, and also supports all other LH Elementary schools that are near or over
No school at White Rock Trail & Walnut Hill!
capacity in the next few years. White Rock is not the only school that is
overcrowded or soon will be! This option also brings much needed support to the
junior high which is currently overcrowded by all reports we hear daily from
students and teachers and is technically going to be over capacity by 2021.This
solution gives Lake Higlands, and RISD the best chance at a modern, cohesively
planned facilities plan. And while I believe that this solution should be adopted for
all of the LH schools, it could be accomplished for the LHJH feeder only if needed.
This would change all LHJH elementary schools to a K-4 model and create a
combined 5/6+7/8 campus at the JH site. And, while the two buildings would be
located at the same site - they would be separate. The 5/6 center would maintain
the elementary school instructional model, while the 7/8 center retains it's current
model. This is a widely accepted and successful model and can be seen is some of
the "top" school districts in our area - including Highland Park (#1 district in TX)
and Wylie (#54). In support of this option, even Dr. Stone has said that it worked
well in her former district, Wylie ISD (mentioned above), and I agree with her that it
Long term solution: Build a 5th / 6th grade school on the campus of Lake
Highlands Junior High. Short term solution - overflow students to neighborhood
No School at White Rock Trail
schools, as they are doing now.
We prefer adding a 5-6 grade center at the existing Junior High Campus(es).
Neighborhood school - walkable
We would prefer a 5/6 model to alleviate overcrowding for all elementary schools
that feed into lhjh. this model once propsed used current land on the junior high
Neighborhood/walkability
campus. Build a new structure to house 5/6 on one wing and 7/8 on another with
shared common spaces and sports/recreation.

Keep current attendance
zone

I have seen this working in other schools

walkability

technology ready for
needs of school and
students

traffic flow

closeness

Equal distribution of
students to set both
schools up to run at optimal
capacity

There is no where to build
in our attendance zone.

A new K-6 does not
solve our long-term
problems.

Safety and Security

Walkability

We need another plan!

Below are the additional points I wanted to include about my ideas on a 5/6 center but
question #7 would not let me - please see them here: Additional benefits include: 1. RISD
already owns the land, so it could happen quickly, opening in 2019 without the need to buy
very expensive land, if it could even be found or go down the sticky path of eminent domain.
2. This option addresses all of Lake Highlands. White Rock is not the only overcrowded
school, it's just the most vocal right now. This solution help everyone by broadly eliminating
overcrowding and overflow. 3. Boundaries would not need to be changed for this option,
saving RISD the political pain of a nasty boundary re-draw and upsetting community and
neighborhoods who often bought their property for "the school." 4. Ensures better
coordinate of all special needs at each school and provides them more opportunities for the
"extras" that we are missing now due to lack of space: band, orchestra, and possibly earlier
introduction of accelerated tracks. 5th & 6th graders have different needs than the very
young students they are currently in school with now. A school that is "made for them"
could bring so many educational and support activities to the table that they do not have a
chance at doing now. 5. This option would actually benefit the Elementary schools by
allowing the inclusion of all of their programs at each campus - making space at each school
allows them to bring REACH and Special Needs programs back, without the forced
centralization of those programs based on space limitations. It also allows Pre-K at all
campuses - one of the biggest success factors for all children - an early start on education!
6. Socially this allows a transition for children from the elementary model at a time when
they are ready to be out of that model. As the mother of a 5th grader I can assure you they
are ready to be away from the younger kids and are starting to tackle the topics, attitudes
and emotions of pre-teens. Allowing them to leave the elementary school and mix/mingle
with more 5/6 graders from around the area would provide them the opportunity for HUGE
emotional development and ease them in to the world of a larger school (meaning larger
grade sections) of kids they they have not known their whole life. By doing this in 5th grade,
and essentially keeping them at this location for 4 years we give them a huge benefit of
more stability, more structure and a broader network of peers with which to work/play with
before High School. The current model of keeping kids in their home school until 6th grade throwing them all together in 7/8 (arguably the two MOST vulnerable/volatile years for any
No School at White Rock Trail

Traffic flow - safety
Community support so
that it isn't empty

We are frustrated that both short term planning and long term planning for the growth in
lake highlands has not been adequately addressed. Very disappointing to live in "top district"
that did not properly plan for growth.

Safety

Sufficient space both
indoor and outdoor

I want to create a 5/6 grade at the junior high. This would also immediatly address
Will not boarder up to busy streets
the crowding issue at lhjh that will be horrific in 2 years.

Safety - no busy streets &
no DART tracks

No parking garage

1) NO EXTRA SCHOOLS in WHITE ROCK VALLEY. Period. That CANNOT be RISD's
answer to every elementary school over crowding issue. It is ridiculous that this is
still on the plate. There HAS to be a long term plan for all of Lake Highlands, not
just one neighborhood because we are loud!
2) A grade reconfiguration is one
solution for the LH feeder. By 2018, it can solve all of the overcrowding in our
elementary schools and provide for the impending tidal wave of kids in the junior
high. It gives us a brand new campus at the aging LHJH, which was the original high
school. I have found literally no reasons why we should not use the same
configuration as used successfully at Keller, Wylie, and HP. We don't need to have
the same grade configuration as the rest of RISD, even the same as Forest Meadow.
No new school
This configuration solves the problems, it's better for kids, and is the fiscally
responsible solution. 3) Boundaries. Another solution is everyone north of Walnut
Hill go to their "neighborhood" school, Northlake. I'm not sure if that would clear up
the space needed at WRE, but it could help and you could have 2 really great
elementary schools supported by their neighborhood. When Northlake was built, it
was the crown jewel of Lake Highlands...my husband went there.
4)
https://wehaveavoicelh.wordpress.com/possible-overcrowding-solutions/ If you
are stuck, go here and read some other options.
5) We are cheering for you
RISD! You can do better and starting with a LONG TERM PLAN would be a good
place to start. It's disappointing to see these decisions you seem to be making on

Sufficient land size with
green space for the kids Walkable
to play.

No new school

No new school

You cannot be still considering another school in this attendance zone. This cannot be your
answer to all of Lake Highlands overcrowding issues. Stop trying to build something, just
because you the bond passed, don't spend all of it in one neighborhood. VERY disappointing.

No new school
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

I recommend moving the 6th grade (or 5th - 6th) to the Junior High. My alternate
/ 2nd recommendation would be to expand WRE I am vehemently opposed to
redrawing any boundaries
I strongly believe that the best option for WRE and LH as a whole is putting the 5 &
6 grades at the Junior High. This is the same recommendation that the reflector
committee created by RISD board gave as there #1 option. The 5/6 grade solution
solves many issues and keeps the elementary schools intact. This also allows RISD
to address the current and future overcrowding at the Junior High's.
A 5th/6th grade intermediate school on the junior high campus is our preference.
It addresses overcrowding issues throughout Lake Highlands instead of only
focusing on the most immediate need and neglecting issues at other elementary
schools and at the Jr. High (where are all these kids going to go to school after
elementary??). The worst thing we could do is build a new school in the White
Rock attendance zone as it's a long-term commitment in a terrible place that offers
little flexibility when it's still there in 20-30 years.
I think the best solution is to build a new school without limiting the location to the
current WRE attendance zone, since other schools in the LH feeder pattern are also
at or near capacity. In addition, I vehemently oppose a school on White Rock Trail.
My top choice by a wide margin is a middle school built on the LHJH property.
Second to that would be a location that provides neighborhood walkability,
adequate land/green space, and sufficient surrounding roads to handle the parking
and pickup/dropoff traffic associated with a neighborhood elementary school.
***Build a 5th/6th grade school on the campus of Lake Highlands Junior High. This
solution would alleviate overcrowding in WRE immediately, change no boundaries
and faciliate necessary junior high school capacity expansion. This will closely
resemble the same model as Highland Park schools which is the #1 district in Texas.
We feel this is a better balance to have K-4 together and 5/6th together as far as
development and maturity.

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

keep boundaries the same

traffic flow

Safety and security

traffic flow

3rd Priority

4th Priority

I want to see us use existing sites - could be a combination of adding new rooms at WRE
and/or moving a grade (or two) to the Junior High

walkability

sufficient size to allow
RISD should not build a new school in the WRE attendance zone. They should move forward
for proper out door play: with what the reflector committee presented to RISD as the #1 option, putting 5&6 grades
not on a parking garage at the Junior High.
I appreciate the work on this, but I would've preferred to see our independent consultant
analyze the available demographic and enrollment data and make some recommendations
before asking for community input. I feel like we're being asked for input on "solutions" that
aren't well thought out. Lastly, please focus on solutions that address capacity issues across
the entire Lake Highlands area and at all grade levels.

N/A - I could never support such a terrible
idea

no school on White Rock Trail

walkability

traffic flow

safety-not near a high traffic area

security-not close to
walkable
businesses or general public

suffiicient parking to
support school-wide
events

Please use this opportunity to demonstrate strategic planning that will inspire confidence in
our school district, rather than continue to erode it.

neighborhood setting

I feel strongly that RISD needs to re-evaluate the K-6th setting and change to K-4th as this
is a better setting for all students in regards to maturity and development.

Build two 5/6th (or just 6th) grade centers adjacent to each Junior High in Lake
Highlands to provide better balance in ALL Lake Highlands elementary schools. Each
of these properties has the capacity to provide this growth and a much needed
upgrade to the current junior high buildings. This would also allow for more
appropriate academic and social preparation for 6th graders.
Build 5/6 grade schools on the campuses of Lake Highlands Junior High and Forest
Meadow Junior High
I prefer the 5-6 Intermediate school built on LHJH property.
Build a 5th / 6th grade school on the campus of Lake Highlands Junior High. This
solution would alleviate overcrowding in WRE immediately, change no boundaries,
and facilitate necessary junior high school capacity expansion, as those schools are
under capacity for 2021, by building a modern, cohesively planned facilities. This
would change Lake Highlands Junior Higher feeder schools to a K-4, 5/6+7/8 (same
campus, but separate facilities, with the 5/6 maintaining and elementary school
instructional model, not a secondary school model like is typically used at the Jr.
High and High School level), 9-12 model, one currently used in districts like Highland
Park (#1 district in TX), Pearland (#42) and Wylie (#54).
Use the bond money raised to add a wing for sixth graders (and possibly 5th if
moving 6th grade only does not create enough capacity at WRE) at the Lake
Highlands Jr. High. Remodel common spaces and create enough capacity in the 78th grade wings to accommodate the larger incoming classes.
Short Term - Use portable classrooms to temporarily relieve crowding across the
attendance zone. Long Term - Build a 5th/ 6th Grade school on the campus of
Lake Highlands Junior High.
Long Term Solution: Build a 5th / 6th grade school on the campus of Lake
Highlands Junior High. Short Term Solution: Solution #T-1: Use Portable
Classrooms to Temporarily Relieve Lake Highlands Crowding Across the Attendance
Zone.
5/6 center on property at LHJH
Build a 5th and 6th grade center at the Junior High and put money in to the Junior
High for upgrades as well.
Build a 5th / 6th grade school on the campus of Lake Highlands Junior High.
I would prefer that the district use the land that they already own at Ferndale and
Walnut Hill, where the current Lake Highlands Jr High sits (the original high school)
to build a 5th/6th grade middle school for ALL of the LHJH feeder schools, there
by also having enough money to rebuild a MUCH needed new and separate 7th/8th
junior high wing run by the same administration. Our K-6 model is archaic and
keeping our 5th/6th graders behind in the arts, academics and social development.
Building a 5/6 intermediate school helps ALL of LH.
There is growth all over LH - we need to address the problem at the junior high
level. LHJH is on it's last leg - it is so old & dated and needs to be rebuilt. Adding
a 5/6 wing to the junior high would help ALL elementary schools in the LHJH
attendance zone. LHJH sets on a large amount of property and could be rebuilt to
better fit the land.

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

No new elementary
school
Walkability

No new elementary
school
Safety and Security

No one in the district leadership seems to want to address (or cares) the issue with the two
junior high schools in Lake Highlands. Both schools are busting at the seams and all the kids
at the elementary level are moving up in the coming years. Where are they going to sit???
LHJH is not designed for modern day instruction and the classes are overfilled. There is a
great opportunity here for RISD to think beyond the K-6 model and use the valuable land
they already have at their disposal and solve this issue without having to build another
elementary school.

No new elementary school

No new elementary school

No school at the WRT site

Traffic Flow

No New School at White Rock Trail

No New School for ONLY
WRE students

My hope is for you to look at the future of ALL of LH and choose a 5th and 6th grade center.
No New School for ONLY No New School for ONLY
If you choose to build a new K-6 elementary school, all boundary lines should be redrawn for
WRE students
WRE students
all schools that will be facing over population in the next few years.

A lot with enough green space for
playground/soccer fields

Enough space to safely
drop-off/pick-up (not in a
parking garage)

A location that is
walkable from the
neighborhood

No School at White Rock Trail

No School at White Rock
Trail

No School at White Rock No School at White Rock
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to express our opinions.
Trail
Trail

No School at White Rock Trail

Security & Safety of the
Students and Staff

Classroom Size & Green
Space availabilty

Traffic Flow

safety

safety

safety

NO SCHOOL AT WRT

no new school in our
attendance zone

earlier transition at 5th
grade but keep 5/6 elem build at the jr high
model

WRE is not the only area with over crowding issues. Building a school only in our zone will
only leave us with a school to fill in 10-20 years. build a school that helps all of the area and
then rezone

traffic flow

safety

security

Roads around the current proposed site are not fit for a school.

This expanding population of children has been evident for years and the problem needs to
A location that is away
be addressed by RISD quickly. A solution must be in place by the 2018-2019 school year.
from busy streets for
The solution should provide a plan for what will happen when less capacity is needed for
child safety and security
neighborhood children.

Build 5/6 center
NOT SUPPORTING A 2ND K-6 SCHOOL

Thank you for listening and taking into consideration the community's concerns.

Thank you for taking to heart the concerns of our community and collaborating to find a
meaningful and workable short-term and long-term solution.
Build a 5/6 center

No School at White Rock Trail
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

#1 is a viable option but not near the top of my list. #2 is simply a terrible, terrible
idea (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xlA9bNk3b5Q). I mean, anyone who
thinks this is a good idea clearly has no understanding of the problems faced by a
school district in long term planning. Should more schools be constructed, they
need to be closer to the interior of the district to provide planning flexibility in the
long term. #3 is so vague and non-specific as to be non-selectable. This simply is
not an actual solution without construction *SOMEWHERE* and since somewhere
isn't mentioned, how could any sane person select this option. The obvious
solution in implementation of an Intermediate School at the Jr. High Campuses,
shifting 5th and 6th grades to said intermediate schools, and alleviating
overcrowding across Lake Highlands. This model has been highly successful in
Wylie, which has experienced growing academic success in recent years, as Dr.
Jeannie Stone well knows. Additionally, since the 2 Lake Highlands Jr. Highs, and
particularly Lake Highland Jr. High, are significantly undersized for upcoming
cohorts, this presents an opportunity to rebuild these buildings with a 50% capacity
Absolutely no school at WRT
increase. I would note: - Dr. Stone says that it worked well in her former
district, Wylie ISD. She has mentioned liking this model. This was also the model
recommended by the Lake Highlands Reflector Committee in April 2016. - RISD
owns the land, so it could happen quickly, opening in 2019. - It addresses the
entire feeder pattern (where other schools also face severe overcrowding) and
broadly eliminates overcrowding and overflows. - Boundaries don't change. - It
allows better coordination of special needs support, enrichment activities in 5th and
6th grade (band, orchestra, etc.) and potentially earlier introduction of accelerated
academic tracks. A good solution will take time. Classrooms will need to be built
somewhere. Something has to be done in the meantime. I recommend that we use
portable classrooms to temporarily relieve Lake Highlands crowding across the
attendance zone until a long term solution is implemented. - Deploying portables
at the point of need reduces overflow and busing of students. - Even where
sufficient portables cannot be added support bringing home all overflowed students
(like
at aWRE),
reducing
overflow
allows
overflows
stay
closer
to by
Create
5-6 grade
school
for thesystem
feederwide
schools
to LHJH
(WE, to
LHE,
WRE,
NLE)
obtaining the land on the SE corner of Audelia at Walnut Hill Lane by eminent
domain. Most of the businesses on that corner open and close all the time with
very little traffic going into that location. The businesses at that corner could be
relocated to a number of locations in the area that are empty. If not that area then
a school should be located in the NE area of Plano Rd at Walnut Hill Lane. Maybe
RISD can do a trade with the city parks department for the land at WRT and move
the Frizbee Golf course.
5/6th center at Jr high. Rebuild NLE and make it a desirable school with more
capacity. Get everyone in their home school across the feeder pattern and redraw
all boundary lines not just WRE.
I would prefer a 5th and 6th grade school built on the site of LHJH. Use Highland
Park's middle school as an example of how to incorporate with 7th and 8th grade in
the same building but keep them separate.
Build a 5/6th grade center on Lake Highlands Junior High campus.
Create a campus such as in HPISD. Build on and improve LHJH to include a wing for
5-6 and another 7-8. Shared facilities and better jump into middle school. The HP
model works well and our Jr High needs!! Improvements!!!!
No School at White Rock Trail.
Preferred plan: Build 5/6 grade schools on the
campuses of Lake Highlands Junior High and Forest Meadow Junior High.
Building a 5th grade & 6th grade center to include all LHJH schools ( WRE, Wallace,
Notthlake, and LHE)
None of the above. No school on White Rock Trail. One solution might be to add
5th and 6th grades to Lake Highlands Junior High. Another idea would be to use
portable buildings.
I think the problem facing WRE goes beyond just WRE. I think there should be an
overhaul of the LHJH campus to create a 5/6 and a 7/8 school with shared
common areas (auditorium, cafeteria) much like the very successful model in HPISD.
This will alleviate crowding now at the elementary level at WRE as well as other
neighborhood schools, and it will allow for the growth that is happening at the
junior high level as well. LHJH is an antiquated building that sits on a huge piece of
property with easy access from 3 different streets. It could accommodate both a
5/6 side and a 7/8 side and still have space for an athletic field and tennis courts.
RISD needs to remove the barriers it has of all 4 high schools using the same model.
Just because the other 3 zones high schools don't have a 5/6 and 7/8 campus
does not mean that it shouldn't be considered. The growth happening all over Lake
Highlands is truly unique. This is a great problem to have and speaks highly of the
confidence families have in these schools. This is an opportunity for RISD to be
innovative and rise to the occasion. If they continue to think so narrow-mindedly, it
will only weaken the confidence that people have in the schools. If families truly
come before bottom lines, then RISD needs to make this right. A school at White
Rock Trail is a horrible idea and was a costly and cowardly mistake by RISD. Please
listen to the people in this neighborhood and help us to make a solution that helps
everyone for the long term. Build a 5/6 and 7/8 campus at LHJH!
Would like to see 6th grade center built at LHJH. Use the open space at WRE to
remodel and account for over crowded conditions. Added benefit of new
construction at LHJH is opportunity to add space and address over crowded
conditions at LHJH.
A 5th-6th garde school built on the site of LHJH or other appropriate site (not
WRT).

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

I remain shocked and embarrassed that we are so far down this path and terrible ideas like
building a school inside the WRE attendance zone continue to be presented. We can do
better. We must do better. Let's get on with the business of addressing attendance growth
and capacity issues across Lake Highlands instead of wasting time focused on one specific
school.

Absolutely no school in the
WRE attendance zone

Safety and security for students/staff
should an emergency occur or entering and
exiting the location

Traffic flow and
convenience to enter and
exit and park

Playground area

If you just redid the boundary lines for the schools by using the major streets and
intersections and enforced them the schools should balance out. You should consider a
school west of Plano Rd from LBJ to NW Hwy. There are over 500 students over there.
Homeowners from NLE are attending WE.

Walkability

Traffic flow

Safety

I oppose any school built on White Rock Trail south of Church street.

saftey & security

traffic flow

parking

No School at White Rock Trail - but, safety is No School at White Rock
obviously a priority
Trail - traffic is an issue

The WRE attendance zone is a passionate community and will support its school--so please
don't break up the wonderful experience it is!! Take money otherwise allocated and use to
improve the junior high and hire and retain great teachers!!!
No School at White Rock No School at White Rock Once again..... We do NOT want a School at White Rock Trail.
The community has spoken.
Trail - Walkability
Trail - Security
We do not want a school at WRT. Work with us and stop trying to work around us.

Safety

Walkable

Traffic

No school on White Rock Trail

Safety and Security

No school at White Rock Trail!

Build at LHJH

No school at WR Trail.

We don't want a school at White Rock Trail.

Better utilize Northlaje

We do not support the building of a new school

Multiple traffic entrance(s) off more than
one street.

Location that benefits all
southern RISD attendance
zones; not just RISD

This is not just a WRE issue.
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Build a 5th/6th grade school on the campus of Lake Highlands Junior High.

Not on White Rock Trail

No

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Long term solution--Build a 5th / 6th grade school on the campus of Lake
Highlands Junior High. Temporary solution until that is done--Use portable
classrooms to temporarily relieve Lake Highlands Crowding across the attendance
zone

walkability to the new
elementary school, safety
and security, traffic flow,
etc.

No School at White Rock Trail

safety and security

thoughtfulness in zoning
boundaries related to
traffic
neighborhood sense of
community

Yes

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Growth in LH is not limited to only WRE. I would prefer creation of a 5-6 campus to
share a site with LHJH. If assuming that is not an option, then construction of a
Walkability
new K-6 off of Goforth or Lanshire would be my preference.

Green space

Not bordering a major
street/intersection

People would support a new school if it feels equivalent to WRE, which is special because it is
Allows logical division of truly inside the neighborhood. I think the City of Dallas land off of Goforth is as close to ideal
WRE attendance zone
as you could get. Though there would likely still be many opponents due to lack of sidewalks
in the Trails.

Yes

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

safety

security

traffic flow

walkability

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Safety

Traffic

Walkability

Parking

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

No

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Split the elementary campus into K-3 and 4,5, & 6th grades and then add onto the
Junior High
Create a 5th & 6th grade center at LHJH to accommodate all growth in LH, not just
WRE. Building a school just for WRE attendance is extremely short sighted.
Please think outside the typical RISD box! This overcrowding issue is not just a WRE
problem. Please look at the plan that puts 5th/6th together on the land at LHJH.
That building is so old and needs work.
We support a 5/6 grade model that removes these grades from the elementary
schools and puts them at the junior high campuses. Today this is a WRE issue but
several other schools are on the same path of growth. RISD should be considering a
longer term strategy
I want to see white rock elementary be a part of total lake highlands facilities
planning and have a 5/6 center on the junior high property as part of a 5/6
combined with a 7/8. I would also like to see overcrowding at the junior high and
high school addressed now. The need is eminent and going to get worse as kids go
into the junior high.
Create 5/6 Centers at the junior high campuses. Reconstruct the LHJH campus it
is too small for what is coming upstream already and also at just the 7/8 grade
levels it is also out of date.
Build a 6th grade or intermediate center
Possible solution: Build a 5th / 6th grade school on the campus of Lake Highlands
Junior High. This solution would alleviate overcrowding in WRE immediately,
change no boundaries, and facilitate necessary junior high school capacity
expansion, as those schools are under capacity for 2021, by building a modern,
cohesively planned facilities. This would change Lake Highlands Junior Higher feeder
schools to a K-4, 5/6+7/8 (same campus, but separate facilities, with the 5/6
maintaining and elementary school instructional model, not a secondary school
model like is typically used at the Jr. High and High School level), 9-12 model, one
currently used in districts like Highland Park (#1 district in TX), Pearland (#42) and
Wylie (#54).
Rezone all elementary schools going into Lake Highlands Middle School and build a
6th grade transition school on LHJH campus.

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

No

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Build a 5th / 6th grade school on the campus of Lake Highlands Junior High.

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Move 5-6 to the junior high

Yes

Yes

5th-6th at LHJH

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

No

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

A school at the WRT location is a horrible solution and should not be considered for the
reasons listed above, as well as not addressing the needs of all LH students.

Neighborhood access

Play ground and green
space

I don't want new school in the attendance
zone.

I don't want a new
I don't want a new
Please don't ask question 8. I want all of those qualities in a school. There should be no
I don't want a new school in
school in the attendance school in the attendance compromise. You should figure out what makes a school great location wise and then build
the attendance zone
zone
zone
it. Period. Also this survey is not community engagement.

Proximity to homes
attending the school

I do not support a new K-6 being constructed in the WRE attandance zone of any kind. I do
support new elementary schools in the Lake Highlands feeder pattern.
Safety

Traffic

Safety

Traffic Flow

Green Space

Sets up for long term
growth and prepares us
I oppose building a new elementary school at the current WRT site. I dont see another
for long term future in
possible location in the current attendance zone. If other sites are viable please share these
regards to attendance
before purchasing.
throughout LH portion of
RISD

Safety and Secuity

Land for children to play
and enjoy recess

Walking to school; so
enough room for safe
sidewalks, etc.

Not too close to existing Spend the money wisely and take your time with decisions. Thank you for caring about this
neighborhood school
neighborhood and it's children.
Building a new school will fix the issue temporarily. White Rock Valley will continue to grow
with young families in the upcoming years. Then these children will move to an overcrowded
Jr. High once out of elementary.

Plenty of outdoor spaces

What it will do to my
property value

Safety and security-- all are important

Not dividing our
neighborhood

Walkability

I do not support a 2nd school in the WRE
zone under any circumstances

I do not support a 2nd
school in the WRE zone
under any circumstances

I do not support a 2nd
I do not support a 2nd
Yes, I am terribly disappointed by RISD's lack of long term planning that has led to this
school in the WRE zone school in the WRE zone situation. I also feel that many of actions by RISD on this subject so far have been
under any circumstances under any circumstances manipulating, childish and in some cases reprehensible.

Move 5/6 grades to the Junior High site and expand that campus to handle this and
the growing sizes of 7/8 grades. It makes sense developmentally for the 5/6 grade
kids and keeps the boundaries the same. Eventually, attendance numbers will
decline and this allows for growth and decline in the future. It's the best long term
and immediate option.
I would prefer WRE be a smaller subset of grades to keep the community together.
The neighborhoods south of Walnut Hill
Move 6th grade out of elementary or, if you build a new school, let it be a 5th, 6th
should not be divided. Our kids have a
and 7th grade school. Something like that. Splitting the neighborhood will
community.
negatively impact home values and relationships among neighbors.
5th/6th grade center

1) No School at White Rock Trail 2) Concern--amount of tax payer money already wasted
on the White Rock Trail site/effort. The solution to overcrowding needs to happen quickly
and effectively with involvement to the people it is effecting

i really don't think a new school is the correct answer

Expand Lake Highlands Jr. High for future capacity and move all 6th grade classes,
in the area, to the Jr. High. This would help overcrowding issues that will occur at all
area elementary schools in the upcoming years. Attendance zones may also need
to be rebalances but rebalancing alone will not fix the problem. Start preparing for
the large amount of students that will be moving into the Jr. High/High School in
the next few years. Focusing on just WRE is short sighted.
Build a 5th / 6th grade school on the campus of Lake Highlands Junior High PLEASE READ ALL THE BELOW. In addition to solving for long-term WRE
attendance fluctuations, we also need to identify, plan and solve for the very large
challenges at Lake Highlands Junior High. Teachers, facilities and leadership all all
sub-standard. While there are a few good teachers and coaches, the leadership and
actual facilities need to be drastically upgraded. With a new generation of families
on the cusp of entering LHJH (see today's WRE involvement), there will be a
No School at White Rock Trail
renewed focus on LHJH and how inadequate that school is today. There needs to
be a specific plan in place to address both WRE and LHJH. With the amount of land
at LHJH, to could simultaneously build a new LHJH plus a new 5/6 school while
continuing to use the old LHJH. But, a building is only one part. Leadership
(principal) on down needs to be evaluated and elevated. We have two children that
have recently been through LHJH and have first-hand experience of how that school
gets "lost" or passed over in expectations between WRE and LHHS. Time to get

Yes

I do not concur with this option

Safety of students

Address the serious issues at LHJH (see question 7 response).

Traffic flow

All of our children should be able to attend our own neighborhood elementary school--we do
not want to be divided. There should be a way to temporarily house all WRE kids until a
permanent solution is reached. I am in favor of adding on to WRE but my first choice is a 5/6
grade intermediate for LH.

Please eliminate the additional K-6 school option. It does not serve the future needs. The
junior high capacity issue is critical. If you move 5/6 there and expand that site, it solves
capacity issues and will get neighborhood support.
Neighbors should b able to
carpool.

Community support.

Traffic flow (North of
Walnut Hill or South of
Walnut Hill)

Walkability

Traffic flow

All of these should be
achieved for an
elementary school
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Would like to see a 5th and 6th grade center/campus that is is NOT on the same
campus as 7th and 8th graders and NOT at White Rock Trail.

Safety

Traffic flow

Cohesive neighborhood

Walkability

No

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Move 5th and 6th to another campus

Safety

Traffic flow

Space for adequate
playground

Would love a new school or campus at the property on 7901 Goforth, which is currently the
Dallas City Offices.

Walkable

Concern for the lack of preparedness

I don't want another K-6

I don't want another K-6 I don't want another K-6 We need to pull 5&6 from elementary schools and move them to the campus of junior high.

traffic flow

space - there should be
safety and security
room for large playgrounds

Safety

Traffic issues

safety

walkability

No new school at WRT

No new school at WRT

No new school at WRT

Safety

Walkability

Traffic flow
traffic flow

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Why not use this opportunity to create a modified grade model? Specifically pulling
I don't want another K-6
grade 5&6 out of elementary. Many other districts do this and it works great.

No

No

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Build a 5-6 grade center that will service all the elementary schools in the Lake
Highlands cluster. This will free up classrooms in all the elementary schools for
grades K-4 and take care of the over-crowding problem in all the schools.

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Create a 5-6 grade center that fixes overcrowding throughout Lake Highlands.
I think a 5th and 6th grade center is the best option, I have kids in Lake highlands
high school right now and it has a overcrowding problem too. I can't imagine how
big the problem will be when the continued growth of the elementary kids get
there. If you build a 5th and 6th grade center, it will take the pressure off the
elementary schools and you can focus on a bigger problem, which is finding a a
solution for the fixing the Junior high and high school over crowding problems that
will hit us in the future. *******My second option would be rebalancing the current
attendance zones
No new school at WRT. I think 5-6 grade center would be the best option for long
term growth and overcrowding across Lake Highlands.
Create a 5th and 6th grade center/school

No

No

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Change RISD into middle schools instead of junior highs like most school systems.

safety

walkability

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Create a 5-6 "intermediate" intermediate school.

Inside the neighborhood

Walkability

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

No

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Separate k-4 and build new 5-6.
Walkability
I believe that making WRE a K-4 Elementary and then having a separate 5th and 6th
Safety
grade school is the best solution.
We think that building a 5-6 grade center would be the best. It would provide relief
for all LH elementary schools who's attendance fluctuates with generational or
Safety
neighborhood growth.

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

My husband and I are in favor of making a 5/6 grade center. Eventually, all of this
overcrowding will slow, as most families will likely stay in their homes long after
their kids have completed elementary school, etc. What this neighborhood does not
need is an empty school, or empty classrooms b/c there aren't enough kids to fill
No school at WRT
the spaces. The Jr High and High School are overcrowded now. Addressing WRE
doesn't solve the bigger issues. The kids from WRE and surrounding elementary
schools will bring the overcrowding to the Jr High and HS.

Make the current WRE school a K-4 and create a 5th and 6th grade school for the
older kids to bridge into middle school.

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

No

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

No

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

No

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Walkability

It is important that the board and the homeowners work together. Whatever decisions are
made, affects the people who live in the neighborhood, not the board members. I think we
can all agree that safety for staff and kids, walkability, Overcrowding at the Jr High and HS,
and traffic flow are major areas of concern.

Neighborhood feel

Diverse population

safety including environmentally safe (eg. no security - sufficient setback sufficient space for
lead in soil)
and room for secure design growth

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

New 5th-6th School
New 5th-6th School

None of the Above
None of the Above

No

No

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Create a 5th-6th grade center.

Don't divide up the neighborhood with a redraw of boundary lines. Part of the charm of Lake
Highlands and WRE is the community involvement and support this community has for each
other. Breaking that up could lessen the draw to the neighborhood, and could backfire if a
new school is built that splits the neighborhood in two. A new school is not a good solution
if it would open over half empty.

No school at White Rock Trail

Size of school-400-600 max

Yes

Traffic

Good traffic flow (WRT
does NOT allow for good
traffic flow). Parents
Safety at the site (for drop
have to be able to get
off/pick up, evacuation
to work, and emergency
during an emergency, ability Ability to walk to school
crews have to be able to
to get away from more
get up/down WRT
than one side of the bldg)
quickly in an emergencythink of the two nursing
homes on WRT)

If at the WRT location,
widen the road

Yes

RISD should talk with community before leaping into this project. RISD has not been doing
it's homework are we would not have this problem.
RISD;S philosophy has always been to have in neighborhood schools. This is a big selling
factor when choosing a school district.

We would prefer that it not be on or facing a major through street (walnut hill, skillman,
royal, nwhy)

Capacity be distributed
evenly
traffic flow

No

If a school is absolutely going to be built, I
don't think the site should only affect WRE
attendance zones

I don't want to build a new
school and think that
redrawing boundaries may
be able to solve the
problems

safety and security

Safety

Play space

Walkability

Walkability

Adequate recreational
facilities/playgrounds

demographics and size remain consistent
across schools ie: multifamily, number of
homeowners etc

i dont really think this is the this is not a good
solutio
solution

No school at WRT
Saferty
equitable racial diversity for the new school
AND White Rock

I am concerned about overcrowding across Lake Highlands and think that 5-6 grade center is
the best option. It has worked well for other districts.

Outdoor/green space

Single family homes and multi family
apartments be distributed evenly
safety

Yes

No new school at WRT

Traffics flow
Large geographic footprint

Do not build a school on White Rock Trail. It is a terrible location for a school and will destroy
the neighborhood. It only solves the overcrowding problem at WRE. There are other schools
in the LH cluster that are near capacity. Look for a solution that will be useful to all the
schools and the LH community as a whole.

I just want to reiterate that we have a problem with our whole community growing not just
WRE. We need solutions that don't just solve the neighbor hood (WRE) problem, but a
solution that helps lake highlands out as a community.

Please add a 5th/6th center. We grew up in Highland Park and their 5th/6th
intermediate school was and is very successful.
build a new 5-6 school so all kids in neighborhood can go to school together
The middle school option, as employed by HPISD, works well. Additionally, exploring
an option of a Pre-K-2 campus like Dobie Primary could be state of the art. Early
childhood is so important and there is much research to indicate that this
demographic needs more attention. The argument that it creates another
unnecessary transition for the children does not take into account that children are
more resilient than their parents... and can easily transition to "big school" after
2nd grade. These smaller kiddos could be effectively housed at the WRT campus
that currently sits empty and unused.
Create a new school in the current WRE attendance zone that encompasses only
5th and 6th graders on its campus.
I do not have enough information to know whether any of the three items, alone,
will solve the current problem. I like the idea of a 5/6 grade center for all of Lake
Highlands because I think that this may also address problems that are pending at
the junior high. I understand that RISD has rejected this option, but I note that it
works in other districts.
In any event, the boundaries need to be redrawn
because there are too many homes feeding into WRE. Those living north of Walnut
Hill should be rezoned to NLE - immediately. That bit of rezoning (while just a
start) is clear and makes common sense to anyone who looks at a map or is familiar
with our area, and should occur now - to help address problems with the incoming
2017 Kindergarten class. Money and commitment should be put into NLE to make
it a desirable neighborhood school.
I would like a 5/6th grade center.
Build a middle school in the current WRE attendance zone, not K-6. Depending on
the plans, I may also be convinced that adding a new building on the WRE campus
could work.
i believe that the issue needs to be addressed at a level higher than WRE. ALLof LH
is experiencing growth and a 5/6th center would address this greater need as well
as alleviate WREs issue. Some adding on would likely be needed at WRE as well but
that is needed now as there is no music room, nor adequate teachers lounge, gym
or cafeteria space.
I would like to keep the attendance zone and create a 5/6 center.
Add a 5th and 6th grade center

walkability

Quality of admin and
faculty

WRE Ian too big. But trying to still pretend it is a cute little neighborhood school. I have had
children at WRE for 13 years, and have 1.5 more. I have literally lived the changes. Parents
have to wait in line to attend class parties. Donuts with dad/muffins with mom: chaos. Open
house is like Grand Central Station. Be willing to think outside the box. Balance out the
schools. The WRE area will level put afain as these families grow up but don't move. The JH
will need attention, and then LHHS. Things will level out. This growth will not be sustained.
Look forward. Fix the JH and LHHS. Make the entire feeder pattern a destination within the
district. It isn't rocket science

walkability - not having
to cross major roads

Insufficient context to answer question. What is the plan to address future growth for the
Jr. High and High Schools?

walkability

While I understand that WRE is an immediate need (and my family is feeling that personally),
trying to find a solution for WRE, alone, without including it in the larger "facilities plan" or
whatever Stantec has been engaged to create, is nonsensical in my opinion. Let's redraw
boundaries asap and commit to make NLE a desirable neighborhood school.

My only priority is proximity to be able to walk to school.

not a good solution

No school at WRT
Security

No school at WRT
Walkability

No school at WRT

adequate space availability

safety

traffic flow

add on to WRE to make it better and address the larger lh wide issue with 5/6th centers.

Care must be taken to avoid creating a racially isolated island of white homeowners for WRE.
The racial diversity of Lake Highlands should be reflected in the population of both schools.
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

I would prefer RISD accept the proposal (from what I understand) to swap the land
at Walnut Hill and White Rock Trial for the city land on Goforth. And THEN develop
that into a 5th, 6th grade center. This would keep our neighborhood in tact
instead of dividing it in two. And this model has proven to be highly successful at a
number of other districts. There is no reason we can't evaluate other more
effective models versus the standard "but this is the way we have always done it."
We should create a 5/6 grade school within the WRE attendance zone to relieve
overcrowding.
I like the idea of creating a new 5-6 campus

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Pull out 5th and 6th grade and make an intermediate school/middle school.

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

I moved to Highedge to walk my kids to school. I prefer a 5-6, keeping boundaries
intact. No re-zoning!!

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

This is an unacceptable
This is an unacceptable
This is an unacceptable alternative. Dividing alternative. Dividing the
alternative. Dividing the
the neighborhood should not be done.
neighborhood should not be neighborhood should not
done.
be done.

This is an unacceptable
alternative. Dividing the
neighborhood should not
be done.

All of the above

All of the above

All of the above

safety and security

Walkability
I do not want a new school
within the WRE attendance
zone.

All of the above

traffic flow
I do not want a new
I do not want a new school within the WRE
school within the WRE
attendance zone.
attendance zone.
I don't want a new
I don't want a new school in the attendance I don't want a new school in
school in the attendance
zone
the attendance zone
zone

I believe that a grade reconfiguration is the best solution for the LH feeder. By
2018, it can solve all of the overcrowding in our elementary schools and provide for
the impending tidal wave of kids in the junior high. It gives us brand new campus at
the aging LHJH, which was the original high school. I have found literally no reasons
SAFETY & SECURITY
why we should not use the same configuration as used successfully at Keller, Wylie,
and HP. We don't need to have the same grade configuration as the rest of RISD,
even the same as Forest Meadow. This configuration solves the problems, it's
better for kids, and is the fiscally responsible solution.
build and 5th and 6th grade center. it works in HP/UP- first choice, rezone- second
safety
choice

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Create a 5/6 center

Safety & security

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Create a 5-6 center at wrt site

Walkabity

None of the Above

Create a 5th and 6th grade center within the current attendance zone to avoid
having students divided into two zones or having students within the zone
overflowed into other campuses.

safety and security

traffic flow

walkability

I think we should have a 4-6 campus built in the attendance zone to have a more
technology focused school for older students.

walkability

not crossing major streets
(traffic flow)

not breaking up our
neighborhood feel

No school at WRT

No school at WRT

Change in property values
or the threat of will create
widespread concern

No such place exists that No one will be happy-meet your criteria
listen to your taxpayers
examples
and build a 5-6 center

When are school board elections?

Walkability

Potential attendance
zone that promotes
neighborhood feel of
new school

Strongly opposed to adjusting all LH attendance zones and moving WRE kids out of WRE
unless there is a grandfather clause for kids that are already in the school and their siblings.
We moved to this neighborhood with the expectation of giving our kids the consistency of
the same elementary school. We would be very opposed to uprooting them to a new school
midstream.

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

No

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

Add a 5/6 grade center.
No school at WRT
We have done this survey before and RISD doesn't seem interested in listening: the
majority seem to support a 5-6 grade center. No stuffing a new elementary school
on a dangerous parcel of land (WRT), no boundary re-draws, happy neighborhood.
No parcels of land that will fit a new school
I have seen projections from RISD regarding other schools (LHE and 1 or 2 others)
that will soon be at or above capacity. It would make sense to plan ahead and
create the ability to alleviate future over crowding at these schools as well.
Preference would be a creation of a 5th-6th grade school for WRE kids. Second
option would be addition to the school.

Student safety

Yes

No

New 5th-6th School

None of the Above

5th and 6th grade center is first option. However, it is not a choice. 2nd option is
No school at WRT.
expand WRE.

No

No

Other

None of the Above

Dr Stone's solution

No school at White Rock Trail/ Walnut Hill

Yes

Yes

Other

None of the Above

The second and third proposals are too ambiguous to choose.

All criteria listed above should be used for
choosing the site.

No

No

Other

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Other

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Other

None of the Above

No

No

Other

None of the Above

No

No

Other

None of the Above

No

No

Other

None of the Above

I think it would be dangerous for children and a major increase in traffic on a small
street if you ever build a school at White Rock Trail and Walnut Hill Ln.
Another school in our zone may be acceptable but NOT the WRT location. We want
a school that is safe, walkable and supported by the families in this zone. Adding
on may also be acceptable depending on the plans.
The current WRE should would be K, 1 and 2 and focus on the basic skills of
reading, writing and arithmetic. A new school in the WRE current attendance zone
would be 3-6 (STAAR) grades and have state-of-the-art technologies in every
classroom. The new school would be a technology focused school preparing the
students for their 21st century careers. This 3-6 school could be placed on the
WRT site but would keep the WRE families together. The schools could share the
PTA since parents would be at both schools.
If you do build a new school
anywhere in the Lake Highlands area, you should build with technology in mind.
Please don't speed through the process to build just another school. Take
technology, security, open campus concepts in mind with designing this 21st
century school.
Use portable classrooms to temporarily relieve Lake Highlands crowding across the
attendance zone in order to take the time to THOUGHTFULLY determine alternate
solutions which are AGREEABLE with the community.

walkability

The community has spoken. Let's make a solid, educated decision and move us forward. I
have a Jr High student at LHJH and an incoming kinder in 2018. The leadership at LHJH is
lacking and great teachers leave us each year. LHJH NEEDS serious help and guidance.
Standing still on the issue and continuing to put together "focus groups" etc, accomplishes
very little.

New 5th-6th School

New 5th-6th School

traffic

I don't want a new school in the attendance zone, unless it's 5-6

Yes

Yes

TRAFFIC FLOW

No new school in the WRE attendance zone. I think the best option would be to pull out 5th
and 6th grade as highland park has done. This keeps all the Wre kids together and no splits
within the neighborhood.

No

No

WALKABILITY

I do not want a new
school within the WRE
attendance zone.
I don't want a new
school in the attendance
zone

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Green space for children to
Technology
play
Continues to be a
neighborhood school

Dividing children evenly
between the schools
(Economically as well as
other factors.) Majority of
homeowner children should
not remain at one school
No school at White Rock
Trail/Walnut Hill

New school size. 800+
kids is too large for 5
acres. It should be a
small school if land size
is not large.

size
Traffic flow
If WRE is expanded, common areas such as library & cafeteria must be added.

No school at WRT

Boundaries

No school at White Rock No school at White Rock
Trail/Walnut Hill
Trail/Walnut Hill

Safety of children

Traffic

Traffic

Safety of children

Safety and security, not on a busy road

Supported by the parents
so that the school and
students succeed

Walkability and green
space to play

Traffic flow

located in a neighborhood
safe location- away from HIGH traffic streets
and not at a bust
and intersections
intersection

school boundaries need
to be consistent with the
neighborhood it serves,
not busing kids miles
away just because it is a
new school

campus as large as that of
WRE in safe, quiet
neighborhood

5th and 6th grade center should be reevaluated. Additionally, this survey is premature. The
facts regarding the growth as well as projections should be discussed before voting on
solution.

Try to come up with a long term solution that will solve all of LH's overcrowding issues and
not a solution that will solve immediate issues, but cause further issues down the road
(maintainability).

The community MUST be involved in the decision and agree with it. RISD lost our trust when
they vandalized private property and when they tried to divide the community.

Be transparent with the process and over communicate.

I am concerned with the district's complete lack of transparency and appalled that district
officials have used false and inaccurate information to attempt to persuade the community
to adopt its plan.

Absolutely no school at the White Rock Trail
site
walkability to new elementary school

I would like to have the natural attendance zones considered to keep the walkability and
safety of our students. This is what makes our neighborhood so safe and special and how we
meet our neighbors. This is why people come from all over and try for months to find a home
in this neighborhood and what makes this a special school at RISD. It also brings in a lot of
tax dollars for RISD with the home prices...

minimal traffic in
proximity of school

safety and security
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

Yes

Yes

Other

None of the Above

No

No

Other

None of the Above

No

Yes

Other

None of the Above

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

No School at White Rock Trail

I don't want a new school in the attendance zone

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

No School at White Rock Trail

No

No

Other

None of the Above

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Other
Other

None of the Above
None of the Above

No

Yes

Other

None of the Above

No
No

No
No

Other
Other

None of the Above
None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Other

None of the Above

No

No

Other

None of the Above

No

No

Other

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Other

None of the Above

No

No

Other

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Other

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Other

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Other

None of the Above

Convert Northlake and WRE into a single attendance zone with split grade
configuration. Second choice is to add on to White Rock Elementary.

None of the Above

Make Northlake Elementary an outstanding Early Childhood Education Center for
WRE and Northlake zoned students. WRE would be 4-6 grade for all students. The
Northlake option would benefit low-income families in our neighborhood by assuring
an equal start for all students, while incorporating economic and racial diversity
early on. The split school would allow WRE's outstanding parental involvement to
benefit both schools. Early Childhood Education is proven to be THE mist effective
Do not use park lands.
program to help students read on grade level and stay in school, so state, federal
and private grants are increasingly available in Texas. Moreover, grants are also
available for career education in high school, so you could add an Early Childhood
Education career track to LHHS and provide opportunities for those students to
earn part-time hours at the Northlake Early Childhood Center, which is one block
away from LHHS.

Yes

No

Other

I do not want a megaschool. I would like to see Northlake improved during this
process and utilize the land there as part of the solution, making it a desirable
neighborhood school again.

Safety and security

3rd Priority

Traffic Flow

4th Priority

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

playground being there
which would be in a safe
section for elementary
kids

We do not want a new school in our neighborhood.
Huge concerns that will drive me to be 100% dedicated to electing new school board
members for every single individual that proposed and assisted in the purchase of the site at
I don't want a new
I don't want a new
I don't want a new school in the attendance I don't want a new school in
White Rock Trail. RISD is 10 years late in projecting or responsibly planning for any growth in
school in the attendance school in the attendance
zone
the attendance zone
lake highlands. They contribute to be short sighted by pushing adding on to WRE or placing
zone
zone
something in our neighborhood. We want a real solution and a long term plan for ALL of lake
highlands.

A neighborhood elementary school with upwards to one thousand students is
unacceptable. To alleviate the overcrowding, RISD should consider a Middle School
structure at least for the Lake Highlands community if not for the entire school
district. I know of no other large district where K through 6th grade are all still in
elementary school. Specific suggestions include utilizing the Lake Highlands
Freshman Center building for a Junior High campus freeing up one or both present
Junior High campuses for lower grades in the form of a Middle School. If the High
School campus cannot currently accommodate grades 9 through 12, then adding
on to that property to allow a Junior High at the Freshman Center and then a Middle traffic flow
School at one or both current Junior High campuses makes more sense than adding
on to White Rock Elementary or wedging yet another K though 6th grade
elementary school into the neighborhood. The reality is that these increases in
numbers of elementary school children will continue through the upper grades as
these children grow up. Consequently, those upper grade campuses must also be
included in the strategic planning that is going on now. Simply redrawing lines or
adding another elementary school is a reactionary approach not addressing the longterm needs as these students continue on to ultimately graduate from the High
Safety and security
Traffic flow
I would need more detail related to the options listed above before I would be able
to make an informed decision.

2nd Priority

safety & security

single-story campus
design

walkability

Safety

I would recommend having some specific solutions instead of broad general choices prior to
sending out a survey. I also believe capacity will eventually become an issue with at LHJH and
some proactive thinking instead of reactive thinking will be needed.

All of the above should be priorities for RISD
No school in White Rock Trail
No School at White Rock Trail
Safety and security

Traffic flow

Walkability
All of my three children attended WRE I have watched for over 30 years changes in our area.
Children grow up and then you have no children once again. When we moved here we were
the younger couple with children but those around us all either went to LHHS or other. We do
not need to rush anything we will regret for the future.

No school on White Rock Trail
Do whatever it takes to attract and develope the same kind of homeowner support
of Northlake elementary as we have at WRE. Whatever it takes.
I feel like I do not have the necessary data to make a recommendation. I have a Ph.
D in education and am a professor of education at SMU and while I appreciate you
asking my opinion it is just that, an opinion. I would give a response based on my
personal preference for my three kids but that does not seem like what a district
should base its decision on. I am hoping more data are provided about the effect of
all of these choices on long term planning beyond my kids and the White Rock
attendance boundaries.
No school at WRT: no rezoning the current attendance zone unless balancing is
equal....no one school can have only homeowners, nor should some children
(apartment) have to walk past a new school to maintain diversity at WRE...rezoning
must be equitable to both WRE and a new school....diversity maintained at both;
traffic flow
after the PEG information came out today I would say most LHN Homeowners
(especially those with school age children) would oppose attendance rezoning to
Northlake
Use portables. Have the district reallocate money to improve technology in ALL
Safety of students and parents
schools.
I am torn between the idea of building on to WRE, either permanently or adding
portables to ride out the next few years of student influx AND the idea of changing
the jr high to a 5/6-7/8 model. It seems like whereas we are having an immediate
Not WRT
issue with the elementary school, this problem is going to follow us right to jr high
and high school. As I stand, I feel as if this is a problem that is going to follow my
children through k-12 without addressing the problem across the feeder pattern.

Strong consideration should be given to utilizing the undeveloped Town Center property on
Skillman North of Walnut Hill Lane. The disqualifying response to this suggestion has always
been the cost of the property, rezoning, etc. But its larger land size and potential for
structuring better traffic patterns makes much more sense than did the White Rock Trail
location fiasco.

walkability/safety

equitable diversity
balance

Walking access to campus

Traffic flow

Community unity

Safety

Size of plot of land

Traffic

bringing in apartments at
splitting current attendance zone equally by
Walnut Hill and Audelia to
total numbers and economic disadvantaged
provide diversity in both
percentages
White Rock schools

Do not build near high
school - safety and traffic
issue.

Destruction of community unity

walkability

Equalize racial and
economic diversity
across schools.
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

No

Other

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Other

None of the Above

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Other
Other

None of the Above
None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Other

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Other

None of the Above

No

No

Other

None of the Above

Yes

No

Other

None of the Above

No

Yes

Other

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Other

None of the Above

No

Yes

Other

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Other

None of the Above

No

Yes

Other

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Other

None of the Above

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

4th Priority

Issue School Choice vouchers to parents in the WRE District allowing them to
choose for themselves where their children can receive the best education. Do not
push parents i to other schools jusr because they adjoin the WRE boundry lines.
WRE's excellence is why these folks spent big bucks to kerp their children in a
quality public school not just anothe RISD school! All RISD schools are not equal.
Neighbors just across that magical boundry line spend housprs daily and major
dollars to put their children into Excelkent Privste Schools when public schools are
not top notch! To move ant child is to devalue their parents home value! Do not redraw
If we lines!
get a new school within WRE I think that the attendance boundaries for either

There is no alternative land short of Hollywood OH Door land ot Flag Pole Hill that has room
for any reasonable re-location for a school and playground! Schoold Boards actions like RISD
are pushing folks into School Choice vs Public Shools as we know them since 1940's thru
1950's!

old or new school should not cross Walnut Hill or Audelia except to possibly include
those already Zoned to WRE currently. We should never have crossed over Walnut
Hill. It needs to stay a "neighborhood" (walkable) school. Do not try to do White
Rock Trail. We need a new site.
The 5/6 center has merit IF: the center is NOT
at a current Jr. High Campus and if honors/pre-ap classes are offered. I would also
attendance should not cross major road
be open to a 5/6 WRE only center so we don't take away students from smaller
(Walnut Hill/Audelia)
schools such as MPE. This way we can serve the population of WRE without
changing boundaries, or RISD's model in general and keep our community
"together". Also, if population falls in future decades we could push everyone back
into WRE and repurpose the building for other RISD use.
Rezoning option- would
depend on where you cut the boundaries. No one should cross Walnut Hill or
Audelia.
Playground size
Do a k-2 school at purposes site and make white rock a 3-6 school.
Safety
I suggest Using Portable Classrooms to Temporarily Relieve Lake Highlands
Crowding Across the Attendance Zone

safety and security of students
Do not split current WRE attendance zone

I do not have children at the school, so decision does not effect me
I am very against a school at the WRT location and adding on to WRE. We do not
need a mega school in our neighborhood. And the WRT is an absolutely horrible
location.
If any rebalancing of the WRE attendance zone was done, I would expect it to make
sense geographically first and foremost. There are children already crossing Walnut
Hill, a major thoroughfare and not part of WRV, and if those children stayed at WRE
and others within the WRV neighborhood were zoned out, I would personally be
furious. We bought a house within a very safe walking distance of the school (our
street dead ends into the school), which was our #1 priority when searching for the
house. If we got zoned out, and/or there overflowed to another school, I would
move and/or send my child to private school. Safely walking to school is one of my
top priorities and in my opinion the way that schools should be built and zoned.
No school at WRT
I believe the right solution is to expand Northlake Elementary and to create special
programs inside of NLE that attract more single family homeowners. The current
WRE attendance zone is primarily broken up into 4 quadrants: (1) 600 students =
WRV and it's neighborhood association south of Walnut Hill and East of the Jackson
Branch Creek (2) 100 students = Single family homes north of Walnut Hill (3) 200
students = Multifamily units north of Walnut Hill along Skillman (4) 60 students =
Multifamily units south of Walnut Hill along Skillman (will likely grow to 75-100
students over time with construction of apartments) The 600 students within
the WRVNA should be allowed to stay together at one school (WRE). It is truly their
neighborhood school and is within walking distance of every home without having to
cross a busy street. The remaining seats at WRE should be primarily filled with
students from multifamily units to help balance diversity.
Moving the 100
students in single family homes north of Walnut Hill to NLE and creating special
programs within NLE would help create a catalyst for diversifying NLE. This may
include magnet programs, gifted programs, or other special programs. These
programs could then be opened to families south of Walnut Hill if they choose to
send their child to this special program. In addition you could create harmony
between the two schools by doing joint programs over the next five years and
integrating the youth sports teams (half the team would be from WRE and half the
team would be from NLE). With proper community support (financial) it may even
offer some economically disadvantaged students an opportunity to participate in
youth sports that they couldn't afford to participate in before. This is an idea that
Adequate options have not been researched. The board needs transparency and
accountable for the communities it serves. If there is growth at the K-6 level, where
is the plan to expand the junior high and beyond? Right size all grades.
RISD needs to take a wholistic approach to the Lake Highlands overcrowding issue.
This is not just a WRE issue. RISD will need to build one or more elementary schools
and need to address overcrowding at the junior high and high school. When RISD
chooses a site for elementary schools, it should provide ample green space to play RISD has already taken too much free time (i.e. Creative non-structured learning)
opportunities away from our children. RISD is too focused on trying to sell a nice
building and has lost sight of effective education. I know RISD is in a tough
situation but it botched the White Rock Trail site. It could and it should do better.
Schools should be walkable by the attendees. Also the boundaries should allow for
neighborhood interaction at the school. The WRT site missed on both of these
issues.
We are now happy with the idea to bus students that don't have siblings to other
schools, as adding onto WRE should NOT be an option as it's getting too big. (I
need more info to be able to choose from #2 and #3 above, i.e. need perspective
on attendance numbers at other LH elementary schools to see if building another
school or rebalancing is necessary.)

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Walkability

The split should "make
sense" from a
safety
geographical perspective

Safety
Traffic
safety of children and
families to WALK to the
school
Do not bus in kids from
across LBJ

Walkability
Traffic flow
Walkability
consider some long term
planning so school won't
be empty in 15 years
Land the size of all other
schools

Don't try White Rock Trail. Its done. Please make sure we have enough green space.

Needs to be done ASAP

No school at WRT

I do not want a new school within the
already existing WRE attendance zone

I do not want a new
I do not want a new school
school within the already
within the already existing
existing WRE attendance
WRE attendance zone
zone

I do not want a new
school within the already There are other options that will address enrollment growth throughout the district that
existing WRE attendance would not involve splitting up our neighborhood.
zone

No school at WRT

Walkability

Sufficient Green Space
(more than 7 acres)

Safety

Neigbhorhood Feel

I think dividing the White Rock Valley community is a horrible idea and unnecessary. Those ~
600 students deserve to stay together, because they live and play together. I also believe
the 5th/6th option is an option that we would regret for years down the road and would
negatively impact pre-teens (transition), grades, and the overall goal of being a destination
district.

None of the above

None of the above

None of the above

None of the above

Transparency and accountability are REQUIRED in this process.

Safety of access

Green space for physical
activity

Coherent boundaries

Walkable
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RISD VALIDATED SURVEY RESPONSES

Do you currently
Will your children be
have children
attending White
RESPONSE CLASSIFIED How would you prefer RISD address the
attending White Rock Rock Elementary in
AS:
overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?
Elementary?
the next five years?

No

Yes

Other

None of the Above

No

Yes

Other

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Other

None of the Above

No

No

Other

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school
within the current attendance zone, please
list your criteria(s) in order of importance
for choosing a site for the new elementary
school. Examples of criteria(s) could be
walkability to the new elementary school,

I'd love to see division of WRE into an early childhood school (pre-k and maybe
some ppcd/specialty through kinder) that could even be shared with LHE or MPE,
reducing some overcrowding in those schools while also providing a space that
better addresses the needs of our smaller students. I believe Carrollton-farmers
branch isd has a good model for this program. I am not opposed to adding to WRE, Safety and security
nor am I opposed to redrawing some of the attendance zone lines. I feel like this
last option is more of a short term solution, though if growth continues and other
schools also meet their capacity, it is practical to have students located in a more
logically drawn attendance zone.
I think north lake should be expanded to hold a magnet program, maybe a
Montessori elementary or stem program or bilingual school that would attract
people from the WRE zone and improve north lakes resources. Many other districts Diversity
are adding more innovative programs than RISD. As a 2nd choice, I believe
attendance zones should be rebalanced.
I think all of Lake highlands should be looked at. My understanding is that there is
projected enrollment growth among all of the schools. We need a new school and
attendance boundaries should be considered across the LH area to provide
balanced schools based on our diverse demographics.

2nd Priority

3rd Priority

Allows for Logical
division of the existing
WRE attendance zone

I am hopeful that RISD will finally listen to the demands that its exceptional growth have
The topography allows
placed on the district, and plan for continued growth across the area. I look forward to open
for a well designed and
communication, and some innovative thinking as we work together to find effective ways and
constructed school that
locations to educate our children. The growth is a testament to your strength as a district...
fits the allotted budget.
it also gives you immense responsibility for our children. I trust you will not let us down.

Safety

Traffic

Walkability

None of the Above

RISD needs to address a long term solution to over crowding in all of Lake
Highlands, not just WRE. Eventually all these elementary students will graduate to
the Jr High and the time to start addressing that over crowding is Now! Imo, if a
NO school at the White Rock Trail location!
new school is built, RISD should take out an apartment complex to do so and redraw
some boundaries to balance attendance. Another solution might include expanding
Northlake Elementary as well. And redrawing boundaries to balance.

Traffic flow

Safety

Building a school at the property on White Rock Trail and Walnut Hill is a horrible idea! Traffic
is already congested at times in the morning and afternoon when school lets out. Adding a
school would create a nightmare on Walnut Hill around that location, not to mention what it
would do to White Rock Trail which is only 2 lanes. The property is too small and the district
is spending the same amount of money building there as they would acquiring a better
location. Lake Highlands as of now is apartment rich. Taking out an apartment complex to
build a school, possibly around the Church rd. and Skillman area would be a much better
solution!

Should be equal to the
other schools in the area
with land

No to divide up the
neighborhood to bus
others in.

This survey was really hard to answer. It felt limiting. I needed more specifics. Thank you
though for making it available.

Yes

Other

None of the Above

Yes

Yes

Other

None of the Above

Build a gifted and talented academy

No school at white Rock trail

Address growth all over
lake highlands

No

No

Other

None of the Above

Build a new school on the WRE playground and tear down the old school when new
school is finished.

continue high quality of staff

walk to school (reason we
moved here 23 years ago)

Yes

No

Other

None of the Above

Build a new WRE school 4-6. Change existing White Rock Elementary campus to K3.

Safety and Security

Safe outside play area

Other

None of the Above

I would recommend building a new school at the property that is currently owned
by the city of Dallas on Goforth. This is a much safer spot, much better on the
neighborhood and has the potential to get as much land as necessary to build a
smart school.

No School at White Rock Trail

Location & Land Space. Get
enough land and everything
Buy lots of land and do
else will take care of itself.
this the right way.
Safty, walkability,
trafffic,and security.

Other
response
response
response
response
response
response
response
response
response
response
response
response
response
response
response
response

None of the Above

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

I am disappointed the board didn't hire the third party consultant a year ago and then make a
decision instead of trying to please everyone, pleasing no one and doing nothing.

I think the above question is difficult to answer. All are important issues and should be taken
into consideration.

Yes

Yes

Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?

Traffic flow (ties into the
above)

Only one of my kids will be a WRE in 5 years and she will be in 6th grade. This is a
really difficult survey to answer. It is to one sided to WRE can't we build another
school outside of the attendance zones. What about a Kindergarten location? I
think Kinders are so young and need different kind of attention. It could be build
within the attendance zone. They don't need the amount of land that the other
grades need. Also if they did a 5/6 grade center I need to know more about that
before I can make that an option. Initially I don't like it because I think 5th grades
Safety
are too young to be on campus with 7/8 graders. There is too much long term
that can go wrong and hormones are kicking in. I think we need to rebalance
some of WRE to Northlake and add on to Northlake. Can this be done? You could
walk to school and it would be a it a great school and I know parents are trying to
make it better. What about putting the WRE/NLE kinders at Northlake? Probably
most the schools need to be added on to and then rebalance. I think you will have
to rebalance the current zones. I don't like the idea of a 5 and 6 grade center that

Yes

4th Priority

safety, security, traffic,
flow

WRE anchors this
subdevision

This is not just a WRE issue. All of lake highlands is growing and other elementary schools are
almost as crowded as WRE. Plan accordingly. Also have a plan for the Jr high and high school
as these children age.
White Rock Valley subdivision has a long history of supporting, promoting, and protecting our
neighbored school, our subdivision, Lake Highlands, and RISD. We will continue to do so as
long as we have a neighborhood school.
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RISD EXCLUDED SURVEY RESPONSES

REASON NOT COUNTED

Will your children be
Do you currently have
attending White Rock
children attending White
Elementary in the next
Rock Elementary?
five years?

How would you prefer RISD address the overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?

invalid address

Yes

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and spread the additional students out across other
local schools. This option will require rezoning the WRE school attendance zone.

2nd household response

No

No

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

2nd household response
2nd household response

No
No

Yes
Yes

2nd household response

No

No

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

2nd household response

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.
None of the Above

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school within the current
attendance zone, please list your criteria(s) in order of importance
Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?
for choosing a site for the new elementary school. Examples of
criteria(s) could be walkability to the new elementary school,

safety and
security

walkability

traffic flow

Get it done-Move 5th and 6th to jr high grounds.
WRE is a dump--sorely outdated. Build new facility
1,000 kids are
on its existing green space. When finished, turn old building into green space.
way too many

Rebalance the current attendance zones and spread the additional students out across other
local schools. This option will require rezoning the WRE school attendance zone.

Walkability

Traffic Flow

Safety

Accessible for
Low traffic (not
Walkability to
dropping and
abutting a major
residential
picking up
street
area
children, if not
intersection)
walkable

No

None of the Above

2nd household response

No

Yes

Create a new K-6 school within the current White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

Safety

Security

traffic flow

2nd household response

No

No

Rebalance the current attendance zones and spread the additional students out across other
local schools. This option will require rezoning the WRE school attendance zone.

Safe and
Secure

Walkability

Traffic Flow

2nd household response
2nd household response

No
No

No
No

Yes

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

Dividing the
attendance
zones between
the two schools
fairly with
Safety and
respect to
security
demographics
and ratio of
multi-family to
single family
No School at
White Rock
Traffic flow
Trail

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
students at the current site. This option may
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
students at the current site. This option may
cafeteria and the library.
None of the Above

capacity to accommodate current and future
require expansion of common areas such as
capacity to accommodate current and future
require expansion of common areas such as

No

No

2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd

response
response
response
response

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

None of the Above

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

2nd household response

No

No

Create a new K-6 school within the current White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

2nd household response

It isn't ideal to spread the students out but would be the best quickest fix vs
building an entire new school. It will most likely require adding onto several
other schools though. Something must be done soon. It isn't fair to have to
send kids to other schools within their zone.
No school on White Rock Trail, which meets none of the criterion above.

walkability

This problem cannot be put off any longer. The school board members needs
to take responsibility and make a final decision, one way or another, or they
will need to be replaced.

Walkability

Outside
playground area

We have and continue to support the construction of a new school at WRT but
selected adding on to WRE because it seems more palatable to the community
as a whole.
If the RISD Board opts to rezone WRE kids to other
neighborhood schools, then the survey respondents that chose this option as
their preference should be the houses that are rezoned to other schools.

Green space

Safety

None of the Above

2nd household response
household
household
household
household

Distance from
Home

Safety

No

Yes

No School on White Rock Trail

Take action, get this done. The district needs to get a handle on this and
make it happen. You can't please everybody. Just because people are parents
does not mean they are educators.

2nd household response

2nd household response

sufficient
playground space

Safety of
children

Traffic flow

No

None of the above

no school at WRT- Transparency is the issue- RISD

Build a 5th / 6th grade school on the campus of Lake Highlands Junior High. This
solution would alleviate overcrowding in WRE immediately, change no boundaries, and
facilitate necessary junior high school capacity expansion, as those schools are under
capacity for 2021, by building a modern, cohesively planned facilities. This would change
No School at
Lake Highlands Junior Higher feeder schools to a K-4, 5/6+7/8 (same campus, but
White Rock
separate facilities, with the 5/6 maintaining and elementary school instructional model, not Trail
a secondary school model like is typically used at the Jr. High and High School level), 9-12
model, one currently used in districts like Highland Park (#1 district in TX), Pearland (#42)
and Wylie (#54).
FAIR division of
boundaries
within White
Rock Valley!
Walkability

Saftey

Green space

no school at
White Rock
Trail site

walkability

green/play
space

Rebalance the current attendance zones and spread the additional students out across other
local schools. This option will require rezoning the WRE school attendance zone.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
students at the current site. This option may
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
students at the current site. This option may
cafeteria and the library.
Add on to White Rock Elementary and create
students at the current site. This option may
cafeteria and the library.

capacity to accommodate current and future
require expansion of common areas such as
capacity to accommodate current and future
require expansion of common areas such as
capacity to accommodate current and future
require expansion of common areas such as

class room size
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RISD EXCLUDED SURVEY RESPONSES

REASON NOT COUNTED

Will your children be
Do you currently have
attending White Rock
children attending White
Elementary in the next
Rock Elementary?
five years?

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school within the current
attendance zone, please list your criteria(s) in order of importance
Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?
for choosing a site for the new elementary school. Examples of
criteria(s) could be walkability to the new elementary school,

How would you prefer RISD address the overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

Create a new K-6 school within the current White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

Please revisit the White Rock Trail school. Rip the Band-Aid off and fix the issue. Do not
appeal to the few who squeaky wheels that bark the loudest. You will never appease
everyone in the neighborhood. Do what's best for the children, stand behind your decision,
and make it happen. Show stats that safety is not an issue at that site. Show that the
traffic patterns would be modified. Get a good lawyer and solve the deed restriction issue.
Location within
Show how safety measures would be in place in regards to the DART station across the
the
Safety
street. Look at Merriman park. Look at White Rock Trail North. Look at LHJH. Look at
neighborhood.
what DISD today with their eminent domain powers at an even more busier intersection
than this one. Right now, you are going down the path to have an all-white WRE school
with absolutely no diversity and more community divisiveness. It's awful right now.
Completely & totally embarrassing. Those of us north of Walnut Hill have no idea where our
little ones will go to school next year, 2 years, 3 years, etc, down the road.

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

2nd household response

No

No

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

None of the Above

Construct a 5th &6th grade center on the existing Lake Highlands Jr High Property to
address the overcrowding of all of the elementary schools that currently feed into LHJH.

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

None of the Above

Addition of new campus serving 4-6 grades to alleviate overcrowding.

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

None of the Above

2nd household response

No

Yes

None of the Above

Amount of
greenspace

Traffic Flow
(which can be
managed)

The WRT location is not a safety concern for me. There is a private school on
the exact same intersection that has been around for dozens of years, with
over 300 students.

equal distribution
of the student
population

if we are constructing a new school to address over crowding than there
should be two schools of similar size. Not one school with approximately 300
students and another elementary school with 600 students. Disperse the
kids/population evenly.

Walkability

Needs to not severely impact home value while maintaining neighborhood feel
and too education.

Traffic Flow

Safety

safety &
security

walkability

traffic flow

Safety for
outdoor entry,
exit and play
Breaking
siblings apart

Ample space
for outdoor
play

Ease of access
to school (aka
traffic flow)
Security and
safety

Safety

Traffic

Walkability

Safety

Traffic Flow

Walkability

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

safety &
security

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

Do not divide
the
neighborhood.
Do not build a
2nd
unnecessary
school.Do not
divide the
neighborhood.
Do not build a
2nd
unnecessary
school.

ease of
access to and room to grow in
from school
the future
grounds

Do not divide
the
neighborhood.
Do not build a
2nd
unnecessary
school.

walkability

not too close enough land for
traffic flow
to WRE
outdoor space

Please think about the K-2 and 3-6 model! I truly think this influx of families
will ebb. I would hate to change the boundaries then have two schools that
aren't fully utilized in a few years. This way we can reintegrate and use the
newer school for other RISD needs.

Walkability

Traffic

The interior lot school is why everybody be moved here. Something similar
would make the most people happy.

Room for
specials and
library

The most economically responsible thing to do is re-draw the attendance
boundaries right away and build more capacity in the right place (not White
Rock Trail in my opinion. I hear the city properties on Goforth and Church St
have been considered. Each seem to have plenty of space for nice, new
schools.

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and spread the additional students out across other
local schools. This option will require rezoning the WRE school attendance zone.

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

None of the Above

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

Build a 5th and 6th grade building that will provide relief to multiple local elementary
schools including WRE.
Build 5/6 grade schools on the campuses of Lake Highlands Junior High and Forest
Meadow Junior High.

Yes

Yes

Incomplete response
Incomplete response

No
No

Yes
Yes

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

None of the Above

I would love to have a K-2 and 3-6 school within the boundaries much like Brentfield.

2nd household response

Yes

No

None of the Above

Incomplete response
2nd household response

I think a 5th-6th grade campus that serves WRE, LHE, NLE and Wallace is the best option.
Look at Azle ISD. They have a high-growth rate, great teacher retention, great test scores Saftey
and they have a similar structure. So do a ton of districts across the state.

Yes

Yes

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

2nd household response

No

No

Add on to White Rock Elementary and create capacity to accommodate current and future
students at the current site. This option may require expansion of common areas such as
cafeteria and the library.

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

Create a new K-6 school within the current White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

Traffic

Definitely concerned about all of the Lake Highlands area and how this growth
will not only affect our elementary schools but junior and senior high schools
as well.

I would pick rebalancing if that would solve the issue now and in the projected future and if
it were implemented where no kids had to cross a major street to get to their schools.

2nd household response

Rebalance the current attendance zones and spread the additional students out across other
local schools. This option will require rezoning the WRE school attendance zone.

Walkability

Sufficient
cafeteria
space for a
normal lunch
hour
deep within
White
walkability to
Community;
new elementary
not on
periphery

Plenty of
outdoor space

Do not divide
the
neighborhood.
Do not build a
2nd
unnecessary
school.

security

Do not divide the
neighborhood. Do
not build a 2nd
unnecessary
school.

Building a separate school creates same logistical issue as adding on to WRE.
Once this population bubble is through, there will be extra unused capacity in
either an expanded WRE or a new school. RISD should be addressing overall
population issue of LH and not simply concentrating on WRE.

no eminent
domain taken to
acquire new site
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RISD EXCLUDED SURVEY RESPONSES

REASON NOT COUNTED

Will your children be
Do you currently have
attending White Rock
children attending White
Elementary in the next
Rock Elementary?
five years?

How would you prefer RISD address the overcrowding at White Rock Elementary?

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and spread the additional students out across other
local schools. This option will require rezoning the WRE school attendance zone.

2nd household response

No

Yes

None of the Above

If you selected None of the Above, please specify

Safety

Traffic flow

Size (900+ kids
Safety and
in a school does
security
not work)

Expanding the Junior High/Middle School. Adding a 5th/6th grade center.

Traffic Flow

Walkability

Safety and
Security

Green space

no new K-6 in
current
attendance
zone
Safety and
security

thought into
future
demographics

walkability

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

None of the Above

I like the idea of a 5th and 6th grade center - would help alleviate growth at all RISD
elementary schools. If that is not feasible, I would prefer we add on to WRE

2nd household response

Yes

No

None of the Above

there needs to be a new school to deal with all the LH growth, not just WRE. Build a new
school in a decent location and adjust all the boundaries. And more importantly, stop
ignoring the fact that the junior highs are about to have these same overcrowding issues.

Build a 5th / 6th grade school on the campus of Lake Highlands Junior High. I taught at
No school at
Bradfield Elementary in Highland Park for many years and this is the successful model that White Rock
they have used for several decades.
Trail

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

None of the Above

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

Rebalance the current attendance zones and spread the additional students out across other Other preferred option would be to build a new Jr. High/Middle School to include 6th
local schools. This option will require rezoning the WRE school attendance zone.
graders.

2nd household response

Yes

Yes

2nd household response

Yes

No

None of the Above
Create a new K-6 school within the current White Rock Elementary attendance zone. This
option will require dividing the WRE attendance zone into two separate elementary school
zones.

If RISD chooses to build a new K-6 school within the current
attendance zone, please list your criteria(s) in order of importance
Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns?
for choosing a site for the new elementary school. Examples of
criteria(s) could be walkability to the new elementary school,

dont want

traffic flow

YES! Very concerned about when all of these kids get to LHJH, if we don't
have room for them all in elementary school we aren't going to have room at
the junior high (and high school). I want to know how we are addressing the
growth as all the kids move from elementary to junior high??? EXTREMELY
CONCERNED!!!!!

Look at other
surrounding
LH elementary
school's
numbers
before
deciding on
building a
school that
only
accommodate
s white Rock
dont want

Size at WRE has been a huge problem for at least 4 years. It is getting worse
not better. I am frustrated that RISD spent money on the White Rock Trail
land, cleared it and then backed off because of some bullies in the
neighborhood. We need fewer kids at WRE. It is unsafe and it is a nightmare
getting into and out of the school on a daily basis. The rest of the LH schools
have no idea what we deal with on a daily basis. But they also fight because
they are not impacted and want to keep it that way (redrawing boundaries). It
is unfair to my children to receive lesser programs and education (lack of
computer time, up to 40 kids at a time in specials, etc) because RISD is afraid
to make a hard decision. Something has to be done. I am moving two of my
children to private schools because I am tired of what is happening at WRE and
considering trying to transfer the other that receives speech and dyslexia
services to another, much smaller, LH school. That is a travesty because we
moved to WRE for the neighborhood school. We did no get that in Dallas ISD
and desired it for our kids. We have been here for 5 years and have totally lost

none of the above suggestions were taken into account for the ridiculous site
at White Rock Trail. Millions of $$ spent, amazing.

Continue to listen to the community for a collaborative answer to this
problem.

dont want

dont want

Create a 5-6 grade campus and repurpose current 5-6 classrooms to accommodate K-4
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